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Abstract  

This work focuses on the factors influencing the accessibility of credit lines for the 

companies in the Czech Republic. Its methodology follows the respected works 

written in the field of credit markets or in the field of econometrical methods suitable 

for the estimation of such markets. The main econometrical tool of this work is the 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Dependent variable is always the percentage 

change of the total volume of corporate loans and the independent variables are the 

percentage changes of different macroeconomic indicators. This work brings key 

findings important for the understanding the of the Czech corporate credit market.  
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Abstrakt  

Tato práce se zabývá odhadnutím faktorů, které ovlivňují dostupnost úvěrů pro firmy 

v České republice. Metodologie vychází z uznávaných mezinárodních prací, které 

pojednávají o trhu úvěrů obecně, nebo řeší ekonometrické metody a postupy vhodné 

pro odhady daných trhů. V práci je použit odhad metodou Maximum Likelihood 

Estimation. Závislá proměnná je vždy procentní změna objemu korporátních úvěrů a 

nezávislými proměnnými jsou procentní změny různých makroekonomických 
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representatives of Czech employers were repeatedly complaining about strongly restricted accessibility to 
new credit agreements during the recent financial crisis. They also claimed that the credit policy of Czech 
banks deepened the crisis in the Czech economy. What were the banks afraid of? Was it the situation of the 
economy as a whole (GDP development) or the state of companies asking for credit? Or was it something 
else? Every company doing its business in accordance with the theory of modern corporate financing needs 
access to short-time and long-time credit. Following this approach, it is really harmful if the bank sector 
decides to freeze the access to credits unpredictably. The major purpose of this thesis is to try to find and 
describe the most important factors which determine the accessibility of corporate credit in the Czech 
Republic based on the data of Czech National Bank and the data of Czech commercial banks. Earlier 
theoretical findings will be also used. 

1. There are several statistically significant factors influencing the accessibility of corporate credit lines in the 

Czech Republic and the whole process is not stochastic. 
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ARMA method, GARCH method and Granger causality approach in order to examine the autocorrelation of 
announced interest rates and spurious regression relations between analysed variables. The data used will be 
taken from the official databases of the Czech National Bank, from the commercial banks’ databases (where 
available) and from the databases of the Confederation of Industry of the Czech Republic.  

1. Factors of corporate loans in standard economic theory 
 A) General approach 
 B) Specifics of post-transitive economies 
2. Empirical analysis of corporate loans in the Czech banking sector 
 A) Standard OLS method 
 B) ARMA method 
 C) GARCH method 
 D) Granger causality 
3. Are the Czech banks frank dealing with the Czech companies? 
 A) Risk-neutrality of the Czech banks 
 B) Possible disproportion between what banks say and what they do 
 C) Accessibility of the corporate loans in the eyes of the Czech companies 
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1. Introduction 

 

The main goal of every introductory part is to elucidate the topic, to allure the reader for 

further reading and to clarify the structure of the introduced work. This introduction will not 

make any exception. The topic of this thesis is “The Determinants of Corporate Credit Lines 

Accessibility in the Czech Republic” and as should be clear from its title, it will be focused on 

the factors which influence the amount of loans available to the companies in the Czech 

Republic. The corporate loans are, as the external source of financing, one of the key drivers 

of the level of investment in the Czech economy and thus one of the key determinants of the 

Czech GDP growth. Seen from this perspective, it is apparent that a proper study should be 

dedicated to the corporate loans in general and to the factors which drive their level in 

particular. The author of this thesis was very surprised by the lack of works dedicated to the 

drivers of corporate loans in the Czech economy and therefore he decided to focus on this 

topic in his diploma thesis.  

The methodology of this paper is coherent with the approaches of the international works 

dedicated to the credit markets in different countries and with general works dedicated to the 

quantitative methods designed for the analysis of markets in disequilibrium. The reason why 

we use the methods for markets in disequilibrium is that there can be basically four types of 

outcome in the case of credit market. The first one is equilibrium, where the supply and 

demand smoothly meet. The second and third option is when the market is restricted from the 

supply or demand side and thus the outcome is a result of such restriction. The last option is 

that there exists some other force putting the market into disequilibrium. That is why we need 

to estimate the market demand and market supply together and based on estimated 

probabilities decide when the total output was a result of supply, of demand or of some other 

force. 

The second chapter after the introduction will be dedicated to the overall description of the 

Czech banking market including its historical development and present structure. This part 

will be followed by a chapter dedicated to the literature review, which will bring different 

approaches from mainly international theoretical and practical papers. After that, a theory of 

the methodology used in this thesis will be presented, then a data description chapter will 

focus on the data used and afterwards, a model estimation chapter will clarify the practical 

aspects of the analysis. The last part of the thesis will be taken by a chapter where the 
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estimation results are described. Any too detailed or too specific aspect, which cannot be 

shown in the text, can be found in the Appendix at the very end of the thesis. 

This the descriptive part of this thesis covers the period between the year 2000 and 2011 

because it needs to depict the situation on the Czech banking sector on yearly basis. 

Unfortunately, the data suitable for a coherent econometrical analysis starts at the beginning 

of 2002. Therefore the analytical part of this paper works with the monthly observations 

between August 2002 and April 2012 (117 observations). 

To sum up the goals of this thesis, we start from the most important ones. First of all, we want 

to check our assumption that there exists a set of factors which influence the level of 

accessibility of the loans for the companies in the Czech Republic. Then, we want to know 

whether the decision-making of the Czech banks is symmetric. In other words, we want to 

know whether the Czech banks change their decisions in negative way (decrease the supply of 

credit) with the same speed as in the positive way (increase the supply of credit). Last, but not 

least, we want to know whether the basic characteristics (e. g. interest rate) of the credit 

market for general public are the same as in the case of corporate loans. 
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2. Description of the banking sector in the Czech Republic 

 

The whole analysis of factors determining the accessibility of credit lines for companies in the 

Czech Republic starts with a general description of the Czech banking sector. As it has been 

stated in the introductory part of this thesis, the time span of this work will cover the period 

from the beginning of the third millennia until the first half of 2012 (this chapter until the end 

of 2011). One of the main reasons for such a time span is the fact that during the last decade 

of twentieth century the Czech economy was undergoing a deep transition from the socialist 

economy of plan to the western-style capitalist economy of free market. This transition was 

accompanied by far-reaching systemic changes of the whole economy in general and of the 

whole banking sector in particular. Due to these reasons, we cannot see the performance of 

the Czech banking sector in 1990’ as a standard one.  

The process of transition of the banking sector started with splitting the “monobank”
1
 and 

creation of standard two tier system with one central bank and a multitude of commercial 

banks. The second step was the transfer of the underperforming loans provided in the socialist 

era from the newly established state-owned commercial banks to a state-controlled agency. 

The purpose of such transfer was to clean up the balance sheets of the commercial banks and 

to allow them to start new era of their existence without the burdens of the past economic 

model. Rules for establishing privately owned commercial banks were set and new banks 

started to appear. The peak in total number of banks in the Czech Republic appeared in 1994 

and 1995 when there were 55 commercial banks
2
 on the market (both private and state owned 

together). Majority of them was rather small and they were suffering many problems 

connected with immaturity of the market and with a lack of skills and experience of their 

managers.  

As Mejstřík (2009) points out, the emerging Czech banking sector of the 1990’ is also heavily 

burdened by non-standard relations and interconnections between the owners and the clients 

of the banks (e.g. the case of IPB bank) resulting in increasing amount of dubious or default 

loans. The second half of 1990’ is thus characteristic by a great amount of smaller banks 

ending up in insolvency and by worsening picture of balance sheets of the banks in general. 

The banking sector as a whole thus accumulated a substantial amount of new bad debts during 

                                                 
1
 One bank serving the whole economy. For more information see Dědek (2001) 

2
 Czech National Bank (2001), Banking S.upervision report, page 17 
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the spontaneous evolution of the new free market economy and had to be bailed out by state 

agencies again. This can be seen as the second consolidation period of the Czech banking 

sector which had to be followed by a systemic solution. After 1998, the newly elected left-

wing government decided to solve the prolonging problems of Czech banking sector and 

started with a realization of the continuously postponed privatisation of the big banks. The 

Czech banking sector was privatized exclusively into the hands of international banks. As 

Bárta and Singer (2006) summarize:  

 In 1998, Nomura International bought a stake (36%) in Investiční a Poštovní banka 

(later put under state control and resold to ČSOB)  

 In 1998, a stake in Agrobanka was bought by General Electric Capital Services 

 In 1999, a controlling stake in ČSOB (66%) was bought by Kredietbank (KBC group) 

 In 2000, a controlling stake in Česká spořitelna (52%) was sold to Erste Bank 

Sparkassen 

 In 2001, a controlling stake in Komerční banka was sold to Société Générale 

It is apparent that the Czech banking sector of 1990’ cannot be seen as a standard one and 

thus its economic results must be also seen in context. On the other hand, we can say that the 

transformation of banking sector definitely ended in 2001 with the purchase of remaining 

stake in Komerční banka by Société Générale and thus the whole sector can be taken for 

“normally evolving” since the first year of the new millennia. This is also confirmed by the 

share of non-performing loans (default loans) on the total loans provided in the Czech 

Republic which was under 15% after 2000, but under 5% after 2002 (ČNB statistics). The 

category “default loans” gathers substandard, doubtful and loss loans. Since that time it 

remained stable under the threshold of 5% with the exception of year 2010 when the default 

loans ratio reached 5,4% and 2011, when it was 5,22. The global crisis coming to the Czech 

economy can be most probably seen as the main culprit of such development. On the other 

hand, the increasing trend of the ratio of default loans visible between 2007 and 2010 dropped 

in 2011. The development of the share of loans in default on the total amount of loans 

provided can be seen in the Chart 1. 
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Chart 1: Default Loans 

 
Source: ČNB Banking Supervision reports + own calculations 

 

 

Number of banks on the market, depicted in the Chart 2, is also a good reflection of the post-

transformation reality. At the beginning of the decade, there were still banks which were not 

operating, but were regularly licensed by the Czech National Bank or banks which were about 

to merge with their new international owners. The decline of the number of banks was thus 

caused by mergers or ceased existence
3
. On the other hand, the increasing number of banks at 

the end of the decade is caused by new banks established on the market, or entering the Czech 

banking market
4
.  

Chart 2: Number of Banks on the Market 

 
Source: ČNB Banking Supervision reports + own calculations 

                                                 
3
 Czech National Bank (2000, 2001, 2002), Banking Supervision report 

4
 Czech National Bank (2009, 2010), Financial Markets Supervision Report 
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To go more into detail, Chart 3 presents the development of the share of various categories of 

banks on the sum of total assets of the Czech banking sector. The banks are divided according 

to their size into three groups – Big banks, Medium banks and Small banks. The data were 

collected from the Czech National Bank
5
. We see that the share of the Big banks is slightly 

decreasing, meanwhile the share of the Small banks is increasing over time. The share of the 

Medium banks remains quite stable.  

Chart 3: Share of Different Categories of Czech Banks in the Whole Sector 

 
Source: ČNB Banking Supervision reports + own calculations 

 

If the ownership structure of Czech banks is analysed, the overall picture gets its third 

dimension which matches the previous two together. Chart 4 tracks the evolution of 

ownership structure in time and starts with a dramatic increase of international presence on 

Czech banking market in years 2000, 2001 and 2002. This is the result of the privatisation of 

the Czech banking sector, respectively seen from the international banks’ point of view of 

mergers and acquisitions done on the market. Chart 4 calculates the presence of international 

ownership as a share of international owners on the total registered capital of the Czech 

banking market. The merger period was over in 2003 and the share of international capital 

                                                 
5
 Unfortunately, the definition of the various categories changed over time. From 2000 until 2006, the Big banks 

were banks with total assets higher than 100 billion CZK, the Medium banks’ total assets were between 20 and 

100 billion CZK and the Small banks had less than 20 billion CZK of total assets. The first change relevant to 

our research came in 2007 when the volumes of total assets were following: the Big banks had more than 150 

billion CZK, the Medium banks between 50 and 150 billion CZK and the Small banks less than 50 billion CZK 

of total assets. This categorization was valid for 2007 and 2008. From 2009 till present days, the lower limit for 

the Big banks increased to 200 billion CZK of total assets. The thresholds for the Medium and the Small banks 

stayed unchanged (50-200 billion CZK and less than 50 billion CZK) 
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peaked at 84,9% of the registered capital6. Very similar development7 of the presence of 

international capital in domestic banking sector was also in Bulgaria (2003: 82,7%; 2007: 

82,3%), Croatia (2003: 91,0%; 2007: 90,4%), Estonia (2003: 97,5%; 2007: 98,8%), Lithuania 

(2003: 95,6%; 2007: 91,7%), Poland (2003: 71,5%; 2007: 75,5%) and Slovakia (2003: 96,3%; 

2007: 99,0%). On the other side of the scale stands only Slovenia, where the presence of 

international capital in the banking sector was only 18,9% in 2003 and 28,8% in 2007. The 

development was more heterogeneous in Hungary (2003: 83,5%, but in 2007: 64,2%) and 

Romania (2003: 54,8%; 2007: 87,3%). 

Chart 4: International Ownership of the Czech Banking Sector 

 
Source: ČNB Banking Supervision reports + own calculations 

 

The period from 2004 till the end of the decade can be characterized as a slow increase of 

presence of the Czech capital on the banking market even though the majority of new banks 

appearing on the Czech market were of international origins 

The results of the research presented by Krafková (2011) suggest that the increasing presence 

of international banks in the domestic banking sector of the CEE countries significantly 

increased the accessibility of credit for non-financial corporations and decreased the cost of 

the credit obtained. This is an important finding for the purposes of this thesis and we will 

question this observation in following chapters.  

Chart 5 further develops the ownership analysis of the Czech banking sector. The ownership 

breakdown follows the division according to the volume of the total assets of different banks. 

                                                 
6
 Czech National Bank (2003), Banking Supervision report 

7
 European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (2009), Transition Report 
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The data suffer from the same bias as in the Chart 3 (the Czech National Bank changed the 

criteria for the size division of the banks in 2007 and 2009). The data for the years 2000 and 

2001 are not available. 

Chart 5: International Ownership According to the Size of the Banks 

 
Source: ČNB Banking Supervision reports + own calculations 

 

The very next step in the overall analysis of the Czech banking sector is the discussion about 

its financial and accounting structure. Banking market is a very specific part of the whole 

economy, because on one hand, it provides the other companies with money necessary for 

their existence (banks thus foster the economic growth) and on the other hand, it reflects 

every serious problem occurring in the economy (reflects economic growth). The accounting 

and financial structure of the Czech banking sector will be analysed using the data of the 

Czech National Bank regarding Assets, Liabilities, Loans and Deposits of the banks operating 

in the Czech Republic. Assets and Liabilities provide a good proxy of the state of the banks 

itself; meanwhile Loans and Deposits are very useful tool in observing of the state of the 

overall economy. The main purpose of this work is to reveal the facts influencing the 

availability of the loans for companies (in the terms of the Czech National Bank these are 

Non-financial corporations). That is why there will be a special attention given to the share of 

loans provided to non-financial corporations and also to the characteristic features of such 

loans.   

Chart 6 starts with the Asset structure of the Czech banks. The most important information it 

gives is the fact that the balance sum of the Czech banks is constantly growing since 2002. In 

other words, with the end of the transformation period the Czech banking sector starts to 
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enjoy a time of prosperity. It is necessary to emphasize that the balance sum of the Czech 

banking sector was growing even during the crisis years 2008, 2009 and 2010. There is an 

apparent slowdown in 2008, but neither the total assets nor the granted loans to the clients 

decreased. The results for 2011 hint an accelerating growth and the total assets reached 

approximately 4 611 billion Czech crowns at the end of 2011. On the other hand, if we 

compare the growth of the total assets of the banking sector with the growth of the monetary 

aggregate M2 we find out that the monetary aggregate M2 is virtually the only factor causing 

the changes of total assets of the Czech banks. The correlation between the Total assets and 

the Monetary aggregate M2 is 0,995.
8
 

Chart 6: Asset Structure of the Czech Banks 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

The biggest part of the assets is created by “Granted loans and placed deposits” which is 

mainly driven by the “Loans to and other receivables from clients”. Of course, this is how an 

asset structure of normal bank should look like, but what we are interested in are trends of the 

different items of the balance sheet and shares of the different items on the whole balance 

sum. The Chart 6 basically confirms the healthy development of the Czech banking sector. 

The other parts of assets such as “Deposit with and loans to other credit institutions” and 

“Cash” are much lower and stable in time. Czech banking sector is not divided between 

general banking and investment banking as it is typical for e.g. USA, but there are many 

investment and other funds present in the market. The biggest funds are typically part of 

                                                 
8
 Own calculation based on the CNB data 
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banks or within the structure of the financial groups standing behind the banks. Concluding 

from the data, the investment portfolios do not make a substantial part of assets of the Czech 

banking sector.  

 

Looking at the liability structure of the Czech banks in the Chart 7, we can conclude that the 

main source of financing of the banking sector is “Received deposits and loans” driven 

predominantly by “Received deposits and loans from clients”.  

Chart 7: Liability Structure of the Czech Banks 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

Comparing the liability structure with the asset structure, it is necessary to mention that the 

space between “Received deposits and loans” line and “Deposits and loans received from 

clients” line is narrower than the space between the “Granted loans and placed deposits” line 

and “Loans to and other receivables from clients” line in the Chart 6. In other words, in the 

case of liabilities, the dependency of the main driver of the total sum on clients (general 

public + regular companies) is much tighter. The liability side is thus much less diversified. 

Capital and reserves are growing adequately with the growth of the liabilities (deposits) in 

total. Table 1 shows the development of the share of capital and reserves on total liabilities in 

time.  

Table 1: Share of Capital and Reserves on Total Liabilities 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

11,39% 10,99% 10,63% 10,41% 10,21% 9,58% 9,45% 10,63% 11,16% 10,95% 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
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It is necessary to remind that Table 1 is not about the fulfilling of the capital adequacy 

requirements (Basel II) because the regulatory capital under Basel II rules is calculated with 

respect to risk-weighted assets (used in the Regulatory capital analysis – Chart 8). On the 

other hand, table 6 says that the capital and reserves share is virtually stable in time.  

 

Chart 8 then presents the development of the regulatory capital in time. The absolute values of 

both Tier 1 (common stock, equity funds, undistributed profits, etc.) and Tier 2 (subordinated 

debts, reserves, etc.) have been watched by the Czech National Bank since 2001. We see that 

the level of Tier 1 capital is increasing almost linearly, meanwhile the level of the Tier 2 

capital stays virtually stable for the whole decade. The amount of Tier 3 capital is also 

watched, but its level in the Czech banking sector was zero during the whole researched 

period.  

Chart 8 also depicts the development of the Minimal regulatory capital (its level is set by the 

Czech National Bank) and the average regulatory capital in the banking sector in the 

corresponding years.  

Chart 8: Regulatory capital analysis 

 
Source: ČNB Banking Supervision reports + own calculations 

 

The level of the Minimal regulatory capital was set at 8% and it stayed unchanged during the 

whole period. The Average regulatory was around 15% at the beginning of the decade, then 

slightly decreased and started increasing again with the arrival of the crisis in 2008. In present 

it is back at its levels from the beginning of the decade. It is also good to mention, that there 
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were 10 banks having the regulatory capital between 8 and 10% in 2006, meanwhile there 

only one bank under 10% threshold in 2011. This means that the differences in the levels of 

the regulatory capital of the Czech banks narrowed.  

 

Chart 9 analyses the development of the loan/deposit ratio within the Czech banking sector. 

There are three different ratios followed – Total loans/Total deposits, Non-financial 

corporations’ loans/Non-financial corporations’ deposits and Non-financial corporations 

loans/Total deposits. Such a division should reveal the relationships between the corporate 

banking and general-public banking in the Czech Republic. We see that at the beginning of 

the decade there existed a significant flow from non-corporate deposits to corporate loans. 

This flow was rapidly decreased in years 2000 and 2001 and since 2002 the non-financial 

corporations at an aggregate level show a tendency to be nearly self-financed from their own 

deposits.  

Chart 9: Loans/deposits ration analysis 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

To make the analysis of the Czech banking sector more detailed and precise, we will now 

focus on the most important parts of assets and liabilities – on loans and deposits.  

Regarding loans to the private sector in general, the Czech banking sector followed the same 

high-growth pattern as the other CEE countries during the pre-crisis years of the last decade. 

According to EBRD (2009) Transition Report and Jašová (2011), the growth rates of the loan 
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sector of the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Poland were very similar, exceeded by the rates in 

Slovenia and Hungary.  

Enoch (2007) distinguishes various factors fostering the growth on both demand and supply 

side. As the most significant demand-side drivers, there are identified mainly high level of 

GDP growth in CEE countries in the analysed period, increased positive expectations 

following the EU 2004 enlargement and apparent convergence of CEE economies to EU 15 

economies which fostered the domestic aggregate demand. Another very important factor is a 

stabilization of the foreign exchange environment which enabled further borrowing from 

international financial markets. As the most significant supply-side drivers are then identified 

increasing presence of the foreign capital in the domestic banking sectors and excess of 

liquidity on the international financial markets. The arrival of foreign capital to the domestic 

markets increased competitiveness and helped to improve the management of the domestic 

banks. 

The high-pace growth of the credit sector in CEE region started to be a source of worries and 

the normality of its development was widely discussed. IMF (2004) tried to compare the 

features of booming CEE credit market with the other economies which ended up in a 

recession due to an excessive pace of the credit growth. Backé (2007) then came with crucial 

recommendations for the policy-makers of the corresponding countries. Nevertheless, the 

crisis came from an absolutely different part of the world and had much serious consequences.  

Geršl (2011) states that the fast growth in the amount of credit in the emerging economies of 

CEE region does not need to have negative connotations and that it is just a sign of fast 

convergence of CEE countries to the other, developed European countries. Geršl and Seidler 

came to such results using a different methodology - Hodrick-Prescott filter.  

Both studies (IMF (2004), Backé (2007)) mention the danger represented by high level of 

loans denominated in foreign currencies. This was definitely not a source of risk for the Czech 

Republic, as the share of loans denominated in foreign currencies was the lowest one from the 

whole group of CEE countries. (app. 5% of GDP, data for 2008)
9
. Much higher share of 

foreign currency loans was in Estonia (2008: app. 85% of GDP), Latvia (app. 80%), Bulgaria 

(app. 45%), Hungary (app. 45%) and Lithuania (app. 40%). This had serious consequences 

with the appearance of the global crisis when especially Baltic States and Hungary 

experienced great difficulties while repaying these debts. 

                                                 
9
 Bakker (2010) 
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Bakker (2010) also mentions the abrupt changes in the last months of 2008 when the flow of 

money from developed European countries very rapidly dried up leaving a majority of CEE 

countries without sources of credit. The most affected countries were Bulgaria and Latvia, 

where the change in capital flows between 2008 and 2009 decreased by 24,2 respectively 21,4 

% of GDP of these countries. The Czech Republic is mentioned of an example of CEE 

country without such intensive capital flows and thus as a country with significantly lower FX 

risk.  

 

The loan structure of Czech banks presented in the Chart 10 reveals the crucial importance of 

households for the present Czech banking sector. In the beginning of the analysed period in 

the year 2000, the households sector represented just a really small part of the whole loan 

market (11,66%; based on ČNB statistics) and non-financial corporations were those, who 

consumed the vast majority of total loans provided (69,11%).  

Chart 10: Loan Structure of the Czech Banks 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

The situation has dramatically changed during less than one decade and since 2008 the 

households are the major user of loans in the market (47,52%), leaving behind the sector of 

non-financial corporations (35,93%) and their share has an increasing tendency. Similar 

conclusion is also made by Enoch (2007) who sees households as the main contributor to the 

private sector loans growth. Jašová (2011), on the other hand, asserts that if the span of the 

analysis is widened and data gathered after the Enoch’s analysis are included, we get more 
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complex results, where the credit growth has more than one main driver depending on the 

country specific factors.   

If we look more precisely on numbers, the amount of loans provided to general public 

(households) was approximately 122 billion CZK in 2000 and got to approximately 1095 

billion CZK in 2011. It means that the average yearly growth of the loans to general public 

was slightly more than 22%.  

Taken from different point of view, if the average growth of loans to general public was 

lower, there would have probably been a decrease in total loans provided in 2008 when the 

global crisis started to spread and non-financial corporations (regular companies) started to 

borrow less. This would have probably meant a decrease in the activity of banks, thus worse 

economic results of banks, but above all, worse performance of the overall economy.  

The swing in the leadership in loan usage and the fact that households are the main loan user 

somehow breaks the standard economic assumption that households save money and lend it 

through the capital market to firms which borrow money necessary for investments. On the 

other hand, growing consumption of households going hand in hand with growing 

indebtedness of households is one of the characteristic features of modern western-style 

market economy. 

Chart 11 compares the development of interest rates on new loans for general public and for 

the sector of non-financial corporations. The analysis of the development of the interest rates 

for these two categories of main clients of the Czech banks represents a further insight into 

the inner structures and inner settings of the Czech banking sector. It reveals the differences in 

relations of the Czech banks to the different segment of their customers. The analysis of 

differences in interest rates on new loans to general public and to the non-financial 

corporations also reacts on one of the basic hypotheses of this work which is that the “the 

corporate loan interest rates are interdependent with the interest rates for general public”. In 

other words, the hypothesis states that there is a strong correlation between the interest rates 

on loans for these two types of clients. 

The data describing the interest rates on new loans to the general public and to the non-

financial corporations are unfortunately available only since the beginning of 2004. Loans for 

the general public include credit card debts, loans for consumption, loans for house purchases 

and others. Loans for non-financial purchases then include revolving loans, overdrafts and 
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other types of corporate loans. It is visible at the first glance that the interest rates on new 

loans for general public are not interdependent with the interest rates on new loans for non-

financial corporations. Speaking more precisely, the correlation coefficient between the time 

series of interest rates on these two categories of loans is -0,26
10

. This result definitely says 

that the relationship between the interest rates on new loans for general public and on new 

loans for non-financial corporations is weak and surprisingly negative. The hypothesis that 

“the corporate loan interest rates are interdependent with the interest rates for general 

public” is then rejected. 

Chart 11: Development of interest rates on new loans in the Czech banking sector 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

Deposit structure of the Czech banking sector which is shown in Chart 12 looks very pleasant 

and uncomplicated. The shares of deposits of different sectors on total deposits are almost 

linearly growing and the trend is very clear. The main contributors to the total amount of 

deposits are apparently households. We see a very steady increase in deposits in virtually all 

categories displayed with the households leading the trend. The contribution of governmental 

sector and non-residents is very marginal, but this cannot be surprising. The appearance of the 

crisis is reflected in the saving trend of non-financial corporations. These companies 

apparently started to have less of disposable financial sources in 2007 and the curve 

representing the corporate deposits dropped for the first time in the observed period. On the 

other hand, this downward change was relatively mild. Much more precise analysis of the 

trends in the sector of non-financial corporations will be provided later in this chapter. 

                                                 
10

 Own calculation based on the ČNB data 
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Chart 12: Deposit Structure of the Czech Banks 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

 

This work is about the accessibility of corporate financing in the Czech Republic so a detailed 

survey of the state of corporate loans and corporate deposits should be presented. Chart 13 

and Chart 14 give the appropriate background for this issue. 

Chart 13 is dedicated to the term structure of the loans taken by non-financial corporations. It 

is possible to see at the first sight that companies are mainly interested in short term 

(operative) financing or in long term (investment) financing.  

Chart 13: Non-Financial Corporations – Loans by Term 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
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Medium term loans (between one and five years of maturity) create much smaller segment 

than the other two. On the other hand, the segment of medium term loans still represents a 

market at the value of more than 150 billion CZK (year 2011) and has its proper place in the 

loan offer of the Czech banks. 

We should also mention the drop in total loans provided with the appearance and spread of 

the global crisis in 2008 and 2009. It is very interesting that the crisis virtually influenced 

only the segment of short term loans and did not significantly change the other two segments. 

Firms might have gone through a significant decrease in demand for their products and 

services and thus did not need as much money for their financing as before. The second 

possibility could be banks reducing the offer of short-term financing as they were not sure 

about the future of their clients. This factor would definitely influence all three segments of 

loan market (short, medium and long term loans) and not only the short-term loan market. 

Thus, the lack of demand for short-term loans is much more probable. It is also rather strange 

that the demand for short term financing is not increasing even though the crisis (according to 

other data of the banking sector) should be over. This situation might have been caused by 

some systemic changes in corporate financing evolving due to the crisis, but continuing since 

that time on.  

Generally speaking about the indebtedness of Czech companies related to the level of GDP, 

ČNB Financial Stability Report (2010/2011) states that the Czech companies are one of the 

least indebted within the group of developed economies. The total level of indebtedness 

related to the country’s GDP is slightly below 45% (data for 2009) which is much lower than 

in the case of France (app. 120% of GDP), Germany (app. 70%), Italy (app. 80%) or United 

Kingdom (app. 115%). One of the possible explanations of such phenomenon is that the 

Czech companies utilize more the services of the leasing companies. Leasing does not fully 

appear in the statistics of the banking sector of the Czech Republic (leasing companies are not 

that systemically important so the supervision on them is much weaker), but it definitely 

represents a very important source of corporate financing of the Czech companies. 

Geršl (2009) revealed another important factor of Non-financial corporations’ loan sector and 

this is that a vast majority of Czech companies uses only one bank to cover their financial 

needs (85% of companies in 2008, compared to e.g. Germany: 43,5%). This is an important 

feature of the Czech corporate financing sector, because it significantly decreases the level of 

possible credit risk as the Czech banks thus usually have detailed information about vast 
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majority of their clients. The study also found out that the companies which use a multitude of 

banks for their financing are usually in highly cyclical sectors of the Czech economy or they 

are less solvent. 

 

Chart 14 reveals the crucial role of the demand deposits and short term deposits of the Czech 

companies within the Czech banking sector. If we said that medium term loans are 

significantly less popular in the case of Czech companies, but they have their place in the 

market, we definitely cannot say the same about the market of medium term and long term 

deposits. Their role in the Czech banking sector in case of non-financial corporations is very 

marginal. 

Chart 14: Non-Financial Corporations - Deposits by Term 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

The segment of medium term deposits represents approximately 2% (data for 2011) of the 

corporate deposit market and the role of long term deposits does not even reach 0,2% of the 

deposit market. The first sight analysis of the deposit market for the Czech companies says 

that what companies mainly want and use in this market are the demand deposits. This 

category is the driver of the whole corporate deposit market.  

The last part of the analysis of the Czech banking sector is dedicated to bad loans, their 

categorization, share of different categories on total loan market and the development of this 

part of the banks’ loan portfolios in time. The amount of bad loans in the banks’ portfolio 

generally reflects the maturity, or the level of the analysed banking sector, the level of risk 
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management skills of the banks and the development of the macroeconomic environment. The 

share of bad loans fluctuates in time and is normally highly correlated with the economic 

cycle, but the results of fluctuations caused by the macroeconomic situation are relatively 

minor compared to these caused by some systemic transition factors. That is why we used the 

amount of bad loans as a proxy to discover the final stages of economic transition of the 

Czech banking sector from the socialist planned economy to the well developed and 

established market economy.   

Regulatory rules basically divide the loans into two main categories – “Loans without default” 

and “Loans with default”. The category “Loans without default” is then divided into two 

groups – “Standard loans” and “Watched loans”, meanwhile the group of “Loans with 

default” is divided into three further categories – “Substandard loans”, “Doubtful loans” and 

“Loss loans”. The group of “Watched loans” is usually quite large compared to the group of 

“Loans with default”, but it is important to emphasize that the watched loans do not represent 

any real problem, their level of risk is relatively low and they are categorized just due to the 

fact that some problem might appear in the future. That is the reason why under some 

regulatory methodologies they are not categorized.   

The group of “Loans with default” is more problematic and the regulatory rules even urge 

banks to crate provisions for such loans. 

 

Charts 15 and 16 analyse the same data – different categories of loans (lent to all categories of 

borrowers) in the Czech banking sector loan portfolio, but they differ in the scale used. The 

purpose is to show a general picture in the relative terms in the first case and a value analysis 

in absolute terms in the second case.  

Chart 15 shows at first the increasing volume of total loans (in million CZK, left axis) and the 

relative share (in %, right axis) of Watched, Substandard, Doubtful and Loss loans on the 

Total loans provided. First of all, we will define the five categories of loans according to the 

Czech National Bank (Czech National Bank Journal 2002).  

 Standard loans are those which are not supposed to become default and which are not 

more than 30 days overdue. 

 Watched loans are those which total repayment is due to the financial and economic 

situation of the debtor probable, and which are not more than 90 days overdue. 
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 Substandard loans are those which total repayment is due to the financial and 

economic situation of the borrower improbable, but partial repayment is highly 

probable, and which are not more than 180 days overdue. 

 Doubtful loans are those which total repayment is due to the financial and economic 

situation of the borrower highly improbable, but partial repayment is possible and 

probable. Doubtful loans must not be more than 360 days overdue. 

 Loss loans are those which total repayment is due to the financial and economic 

situation of the borrower impossible. Loss loans are not supposed to be repaid or they 

are supposed to be repaid only partially and with a very low share of repaid debt on 

total debt. Loss loans are more than 360 days overdue. 

 

The most apparent information given by the Chart 15 is that even though the total amount of 

loans provided by the banks is increasing in time, the relative amount of categorized loans is 

decreasing. The major share on the decrease has the category of Watched loans. On the other 

hand, the share of Substandard, Doubtful and Loss on Total loans increased with the coming 

of the crisis. From the long-term view are then the shares of these categories of loans stable, 

or slightly decreasing.   

Chart 15: Client Loans by Categorization I 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

 

Chart 16, as has been mentioned, brings similar analysis as the Chart 15 but uses different 

scale so it is possible to see the group of categorized loans in absolute terms. The total value 

of the group of “Watched loans” increased with the appearance of the global crisis in 2008 as 
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banks started to be more cautious and borrowers started to show symptoms that something 

might have gone wrong in the future. We must put an emphasis on the fact that the amount of 

watched loans have not got on its pre-crisis level till the end of 2011 although it has a 

decreasing trend. On the other hand, the risk of watched loans is in general still relatively low.  

Chart 16: Client Loans by Categorization II 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
 

Even more alarming is the rather rapidly growing share of the Loss loans. These loans are the 

most problematic ones, because there is a high probability that they will never be repaid. The 

amount of loans in the category of “Loss loans” was slowly decreasing since 2000, but at the 

beginning of 2008 started to grow (and in both absolute and relative terms). Unfortunately, 

the growth trend continued till the end of 2010 and although it slightly slowed down in 2011 

the amount of loss loans is still rising and this fact is definitely not a good message to either 

the bank managers or the Czech National Bank as the banking sector regulator and supervisor. 

Both categories of “Substandard loans” and “Doubtful loans” started to grow in 2008 together 

with “Watched loans” and “Loss loans”, but their growth stopped with the end of the year 

2009 (“Doubtful loans”) and 2010 respectively (“Substandard loans”).  
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The last three charts shown in this chapter are trying to analyse the category of default loans 

(cases of “Substandard loans”, “Doubtful loans”, and “Loss loans”) from the type-of-borrower 

perspective. The statistics of the Czech National Bank distinguishes five different categories 

of borrowers – “Non-financial corporations”, “Households”, “General government”, “Non-

profit institutions serving households” and “Non-residents”. The purpose of this analysis is to 

find out the groups of borrowers which are most likely to experience a default on their loans 

in both absolute and relative terms. Chart 17 shows the most defaulting groups of borrowers 

in absolute terms, meanwhile Chart 18 relates the amounts of defaults to the total amount of 

money borrowed and Chart 19 than analyses different categories of non-financial corporations 

according to the CZ-NACE division (Czech National Bank statistics). 

Chart 17: Defaulting loans by Sector (absolute terms) 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

The first thing to mention is the dramatic increase of default loans in total with the appearance 

of the financial crisis in the year 2008. The year 2007 finished with defaulting loans of 

nominal value approximately 47 billion CZK, but within three years the number was almost 

tripled. The value of defaulting loans at the end of 2010 was approximately 136 billion CZK.  

The sector breakdown depicts companies (non-financial corporations) as the main culprit of 

the defaulting loans closely followed by households. The figures showing that companies 

have the highest amount of default loans among the other categories of borrowers would not 

be generally a surprise (as companies are usually the biggest category of borrowers), but in 

the case of the Czech banking sector it reveals a serious problem. Since 2008, the biggest 

category of borrowers in the Czech economy is not non-financial corporations but households 
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(Chart 10). This basically confirms the depth and length of the crisis in the Czech Republic. 

Presence of default loans in the category of “Non-residents” is also increasing, but it does not 

bring too much risk to the activities of the Czech banks due to the fact that this group does not 

represent a significant share in the loans portfolio of the Czech banking sector.  

To sum up the breakdown according to sector in absolute terms, the groups of “General 

government” and “Non-profit institutions serving households” represent the least level of risk 

to the Czech banks as they have really low presence of default loans.  

Chart 18 puts the breakdown of default loans by sector in relative terms as it shows the share 

of default loans on total loans for every sector (in percentage). The results are apparently 

much different from these in the Chart 17. The biggest change is in the case of non-residents, 

when this category has much higher incidence of default on loans in the first half of the 

analysed decade. It is probably caused by lower possibilities of repayment enforcement of the 

Czech banks in the case of foreign borrowers and thus by higher incentives for foreign 

borrowers to default. On the other hand, the analysis confirmed the problems of Czech 

companies with repayment of their debts in times of crisis. 

Czech companies became the “sector leader” with highest rate of default loans in 2007 and 

this trend has not changed till the end of the analysed period. The worst situation was in 2010 

when virtually 9% of all corporate loans were defaulting. The year 2011 brought a slight 

improvement, but non-financial corporations are still leading the statistics with the rate of 

8,23% of total loans defaulting.  

Chart 18: Defaulting loans by Sector (relative terms) 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
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The category of “General government” remained the safest one with nearly 0% (0,42%)  

incidence of defaulting loans and “Non-profit institutions serving households” are performing 

also very well (2,64%) in spite of certain deterioration in 2011 (used to be less than 0,5% 

since 2005). 

The very last chart in this chapter focuses on the share of default loans on total loans of the six 

most defaulting industries according to the CZ-NACE division within the sector of non-

financial corporations. Such analysis shows which companies are most likely to default on 

their debt according to the type of industry they work in.  

Chart 19: Default loans according to CZ-NACE division (relative terms) 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
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3. Literature review and theoretical background 

 

The main focus of this thesis is on the “determinants of the corporate credit lines’ 

accessibility” and this chapter will present the key works related to this part of the field of 

Economics and Finance. The chapter will be divided into four subchapters in order to make 

the outline easier to read and more well-arranged.  

The first subchapter will be dedicated to the works which studied the credit markets in general 

and which focused on the possible periods of disequilibrium on the credit market in various 

economies. It will present the factors which significantly influence the market and which were 

systematically used in works dedicated to the credit markets in disequilibrium.  

The second subchapter will provide the reader with other works and studies which focused on 

different factors influencing the supply of credit or the demand for credit. They are mentioned 

in order to provide the reader with deeper analysis of the credit market theory. 

The third subchapter will offer an overview of various econometrical methods used for the 

estimations of markets in disequilibrium in different works. It will cover the econometrical 

methods usually used in the field of credit market analysis. The analytical approaches used in 

this thesis will be described in detail in the chapter dedicated to the methodology, but the 

literature review in the third subchapter will also provide a broader theoretical background of 

empirical analysis in order to allow the reader to compare the differences between various 

authors. 

Finally, the last subchapter will be then dedicated to the works focusing on the Czech credit 

market. 

 

The issue of “accessibility of corporate credit lines” might be perceived as more supply side 

oriented, but it is necessary to see the corporate credit market in a complex view and thus to 

take into consideration both supply and demand side. This is also a prevailing approach of the 

previous works, which are usually concentrated on the loan market in general. They do not 

focus on demand or supply side individually, but they try to assess their mutual relationship. 

The main motivation for such approach is the fact that in real economy it might happen that 

the equilibrium on the loan market is not reached and the amount of credit provided is a result 
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of demand or supply constraint (Baek, 2002; Ghosh and Ghosh, 1999). In other words, the 

final amount of loans provided is not a point where demand and supply curves meet due to a 

smooth adaptation of price and quantity (equilibrium of standard Economic theory). It is 

rather a point which is a minimum of existing demand and supply on the market.
11

 . Thus, we 

can say that there are periods on the credit markets when there exist either excess loan 

demand or excess loan supply.  Generally speaking, there are two counterparts on the business 

credit market – companies and banks. As banks are generally perceived as a party which has 

more possibilities to invest its excess financial resources, the periods of excess loan supply 

are not too apparent. On the other hand, companies often complain that in the times of 

negative development in the economy, the banks decrease the loan supply and the demand for 

loans is not covered – a period of excess loan demand appears. Examples of such complaints 

from the side of Czech companies can be found here
12

 and here
13

.  

The situation on the loan market, when the demand for loans is higher than the supply of 

loans is generally known as credit crunch. To speak more precisely, Council of Economic 

Advisors (1991) define the credit crunch as a period of time when a sharp decline in the credit 

supply causes unsatisfied excess credit demand under the prevailing interest rates. Hahm and 

Jung (2000) then distinguish credit rationing, credit differentiation, credit contraction and 

capital crunch. Baek (2002) defines credit crunch as a declination of real credit supply in the 

situation of existing excess demand for real credit in the loan market. The definition of credit 

crunch by Bernanke and Lown (1991) is then that the credit crunch is a situation of significant 

leftward shift of the credit supply curve while the real interest rates and quality of borrowers 

are constant.  

 

 

  

                                                 
11

 Such an approach is used at the credit market analyses e.g. in Maddala and Nelson (1974) or Laffont and 

Garcia (1977) 
12

 http://www.tyden.cz/rubriky/byznys/cesko/janota-si-posviti-na-banky-pry-malo-pujcuji_156746.html 
13

 http://byznys.ihned.cz/c1-40247910-banky-nechteji-povolit-uverove-kohouty-ani-pres-politicky-tlak 
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3.1. Works studying the credit markets in disequilibrium 

 

One of the main studies in the field of disequilibrium on the loan market was written by Swati 

R. Ghosh and Atish R. Ghosh (1999). It investigates the question whether or not a credit 

crunch appeared in Indonesia, Korea and Thailand during the East Asian crisis in the years 

1997 and 1998. At first, Ghosh and Ghosh created equations for both supply of credit and 

demand of credit and they assumed that the observed amount of credit provided is a minimum 

of the actual supply and demand. Secondly, they assessed the coefficients of the supply and 

demand equation using maximum likelihood method. After this, they assessed the periods of 

outstanding credit and thus revealed the periods of insufficient credit supply. The credit 

supply equation proposed by Ghosh and Ghosh is as follows: 

 0 1 2 3

S S S d S S S

t t t t t tC r r l y         
 

 d

t tr r = the difference between the real interest rate (banks’ revenue) and the 

deposit rate (banks’s costs) 

tl  = lending capacity of banks; calculated as the minimum of: 

1) (total banks’ liabilities) + (net worth) – (required reserves and 

liquidity requirements) – (cash) – (equity capital) 

2) (maximal banking sector assets implied by the capital adequacy 

requirements) 

ty = current output 

The credit demand equation is then following: 

0 1 2 3 4 5

D D D D D gap D p D D

t t t t t t tC r y y s               

 tr = real interest rate on loans 

 ty = current output 

gap

ty = output gap assessed as a deviation of current output from its long run trend 

estimated by Hodrick-Prescott filter  
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 p

ts = stock market index (proxy for expected output) 

 t = inflation (reflecting the macroeconomic development) 

Ghosh and Ghosh used monthly data (from January 1992 to June 1998) which were 

transformed into logarithms (except for interest rates and inflation). They also did unit root 

test to check the stationarity of the data and two robustness checks. Regarding the 

disequilibrium model and the maximum likelihood method of estimation, Ghosh and Ghosh 

continued within the intentions of Pazarbasioglu (1997).  

 

The second very important work is the paper by Pazarbasioglu (1997) which researches the 

situation on the loan market in Finland during the banking crisis in 1991/1992. It also uses 

disequilibrium model to estimate the excess demand or excess supply on the loan market. In 

its methodology it follows the works of Laffont and Garcia (1977) and Maddala and Nelson 

(1974). The credit supply equation is estimated as follows: 

 0 1 1 2 3 , 4 1 5 6 7 8

1

S e eb
t t l t t l mm t t tt

t

sp
L D i ce i i y

sp
           



 
          

 
 

 1tD   = total deposits in the previous period 

1

b

t

sp

sp


 
 
 

= banking sector share price related to the average market share price in 

previous period 

 
,l ti = interest rate on short term bank loans 

 1tce  = market capitalization of corporate equity 

 l mm t
i i = difference between the interest rate on provided loans and the money 

market rate 

 e

t = expected rate of inflation 

 e

ty = expected level of industrial production 
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 t = relative variance of banking sector share prices to the market average
14

  

The loan demand equation is then specified in the following way: 

0 1 , 2 3 4

D e e e

t l t t t tL i I y           

 
,l ti = interest rate on short term bank loans 

 e

tI = expected fixed investments 

 e

t = expected rate of inflation 

 e

ty = expected level of industrial production 

Pazarbasioglu together with the previous authors sees the observed amount of loans provided 

by banks as the minimum of supply of loans and demand for loans. This is estimated by 

maximum likelihood method.  

 

Ehung Gi Baek (2002) then tried to find the presence of credit crunch in Korea during the 

East Asian crisis. Baek used monthly data from January 1992 to May 2001. He followed 

similar pattern as Ghosh and Ghosh (1999), when he set two equations characterizing the loan 

market – loan supply and loan demand and then he estimated their parameters by maximum 

likelihood method. The estimation process also followed the findings of Quant (1988). Baek’s 

loan market equations are as follows: 

 0 1 1 2 3 4 5

S l ycb S

t t t t t t t tL L R R D RR Y u              

 1tL  = real loans of commercial banks in previous period 

 l ycb

t tR R = differential between the interest rates on loans and the yield on corporate 

bonds 

tD = total deposits in the banking system 

                                                 
14

 As Ceyla Pazarbasioglu explains, this notion is taken from the work of Blundell-Wignall and Gizycki (1992) 

and basically should capture the risk specific to banking sector. In other words, the higher t , the higher 

banking risk and the lower the supply of loans provided by banks. 
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tRR = required reserves ratio 

tY = industrial production 

 0 1 1 2 3 1

D l cd D

t t t t t tL L R R Y u           

 1tL  = real loans of commercial banks in previous period 

 l cd

t tR R = differential between the interest rates on loans and the interest rates on 

certificates of deposit 

1tY  = industrial production in previous period 

Unfortunately, Baek does not reveal the form of the data used. Thus we cannot decide 

whether he used the data in logarithms, in first differences or in some other transformations. 

 

Nehls and Schmidt (2003) then researched the possibility of a credit crunch in Germany using 

disequilibrium model and quarterly data of the period between years 1992 and 2002. As for 

the disequilibrium model itself they followed the approach of Maddala (1987). The factors 

influencing supply of business loans are interest rates on short term business loan ( ts ), 

lending capacity of banks ( tLC  = total deposits in banks plus banks’ equity), German stock 

exchange index DAX ( tcdax ) and the difference between the interest rates on business loans 

and on the deposits in banks ( tspan ). The supply function then looks as follows:  

1 2 3 4 5 2t t t t t tS s LC cdax span            

 The demand for business loans is then influenced by nominal capital market rate ( tr ) and real 

GDP ( ty ): 

1 2 3 1t t t tD r y        
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Martin (1990) then models the market for corporate borrowing in Great Britain. His approach 

is outstanding due to the fact that he uses not only supply and demand equations, but he also 

modelled an equation for interest rate later used as an independent variable in the credit 

supply equation. This approach resembles two stage least square method, but in fact it is not 

the same. The independent variables deciding the interest rate are completely different from 

those used in the credit supply equation, so there is no relation to the problem of endogeneity. 

In other words, if there were any endogenous variables, they could not be assesses by 

completely different equation.  

The credit supply equation: 

0 1 2 1 3 4

sb r b rm p     


       

 r = real interest rate 

 1b = level of borrowings of the previous period 

 rm= money supply 

 p


= inflation rate 

The real interest rate used in the supply equation is then estimated according the following 

equation: 

1 2 1 3 4 1tbr r r r p p   
 



 

 
     

 
 

 r = market clearing rate 

 1r = real interest rate of the previous period 

 tbr = real post tax Treasury bill rate 

 1
p p
 



 
 

 
= change in inflation 

The credit demand equation is as follows: 

0 1 2 3 4 5 1 6

d p n

tb g capg cap
b r RI FT wt r r h h u                   
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 pr = real post tax interest rate 

 RI = retained income 

 FT = measure of corporate financial transactions 

 wt = level of world trade 

 
1

nr = nominal interest rate in previous period 

 tbr = real post tax Treasury bill rate 

 
gg

h = measure of spillover effects caused by excess supply on the goods market 

 
capcap

h = measure of shortages of capacity 

The overall model is then estimated by maximum likelihood method. 

 

European central bank also made a research in the field of credit market. The authors Calza, 

Gartner and Sousa (2001) published a paper dedicated to the modelling of the demand for 

loans to the private sector in Euro area in the working paper number 55 from 2001. The 

analytical tools are therefore different from the above mentioned works as Calza at al. did not 

model the whole loan market, but only one of its two parts – loan supply. Their demand 

equation contained logarithms of GDP data and real short-term and long-term interest rates. 

The explained variable – volume of loan provided was also in the logarithmic scale. The 

equation then looked as follows: 

1 2 3LOANS GDP ST LT          

The econometric analysis was done using Vector Error Correction Model. 

 

Barajas and Steiner (2002) and Catao (1997) from the International Monetary Fund then 

researched the credit markets in South America. Catao dedicated himself to the development 

of bank credit in Argentina after the Mexican crisis and tries to estimate whether the market 

was supply or demand constrained. His approach is very inspiring due to the fact that he 
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created equations for supply, demand and for the interest rate and he estimated these 

equations using the Seemingly Unrelated Equations method and Two-Stage Least Square 

estimate (vast majority of other authors uses Maximum likelihood method).  

In the case of Seemingly Unrelated Equation, Catao tries to estimate the supply and demand 

for credit as one equation (dependent variable the change of credit provided) and the change 

of interest rate as the second equation (with independent variables as stated below).  

In the case of Two-Stage Least Squares method then Catao decided to estimate two models. 

The first model uses instrumental variable for the current levels of interest rates (first-stage 

equation) and the credit supply equation ( ts …) as a structural equation. The second model 

then uses instrumental variables for the current levels of interest rate and for GDP growth 

(first-stage equation). As the structural equation is used the demand for credit ( td …) 

 The second important fact is that Catao uses period to period changes of the data as the 

variables. The other authors usually used logarithms of the time series or unchanged data. 

Catao’s approach seems to be more precise as the data for dependent and independent 

variables are in similar scales. Catao’s equations characterizing the loan market are as 

follows: 

 
1

' ' ' ' ' '

0 1 2 3 4 5. /
tt t t t s tt

s LC i prob loan credit Di e u     


            

   
1

' ' ' ' '

0 1 2 3 4 t

st

t t t d t tt
d E GDP i U e B L d z    


            

     , . / , , , / ,st

t ii LC prob loan credit E GDP U G GDP ec         

 tLC = change of lending capacity 

 ti = change of the interest rate 

  . /
t

prob loan credit = change in the share of problematic loans on total loans 

tDi = dummy variable (for interest rate data after December 1994 – non-linear changes 

on the market) 

 
1ts

e


= residuals of reduced-form credit supply equation tested by the author 
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t

E GDP = change of the nominal GDP growth 

 st

tU = level of structural unemployment (measured by NAIRU) 

 
1tde


= residuals of reduced-form credit demand equation tested by the author 

  tB L d = autoregressive term capturing the effects of consumption shocks on credit 

demand 

  /G GDP = change of the ratio of governmental current expenditure on GDP 

 iec = error correction term 

 

Agénor, Aizenman and Hoffmaister (2004) published in the Journal of International Money 

and Finance a very innovative approach to the analysis of the credit crunch issue. They 

investigated the reasons for the fall of provided credit during the East Asian crisis and they 

modelled the situation on the credit market using the data of excess reserves of the banking 

sector. The assumption standing behind this approach is that if the actual value of excess 

reserves (=liquid assets) stays within the value of one or two standard errors, then the 

reduction of the credit provided is caused by the reduction of supply of credit. On the other 

hand, if the value of excess reserves exceeds the value of one or two standard errors, then the 

reduction in credit is caused by the fall in demand and banks are in such situation 

involuntarily. The equation of banks’ demand for excess reserves used by Agenor et al. is as 

follows: 

             1 2 3 / 4 / 5 6 7ln ln ln ln
TC D Y Y t

T

EL EL RR Y
a L a L a L CV a L CV a L a L r a L EXPO v

D D D Y

      
             

       

 

 where  ja L are lag polynomials defined as: 
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EL

D

 
 
 

= ratio of excess liquid assets over total bank deposits 

RR

D

 
 
 

= ratio of required liquid assets over total bank deposits 

/C DCV = coefficient of variation of the cash-to-deposits ratio 

/ TY YCV = coefficient of variation of the deviation of output from its trend  

T

Y

Y

 
 
 

= deviation of output from its trend 

r = discount rate 

EXPO = measure of foreign exchange exposure 

The whole econometric analysis was done using monthly data and Ordinary Least Squares 

method. 

 

 

3.2. Other works studying different factors influencing credit supply and demand 

 

Cornett et al. (2010) focused on the importance of the share of cash and other very liquid asset 

on the total amount of bank assets for the credit supply in the market. This research was done 

using the data from the U.S. loan market covering the period of the financial crisis (2007-

2009) and the finding revealed that the bank which relied more on core deposits and equity 

capital financing changed their credit supply less than banks relying more on other sources of 

financing. In other words, the liability structure of the banks significantly influences the credit 

supply on the loan market. Similar results also presented Albertazzi and Marchetti (2010) 

from Banca d’Italia using the data obtained from Italian banks in the period starting in 

September 2008 and ending in March 2009.  
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Another very important factor influencing the credit market is the concentration of the whole 

banking sector. Two studies - Petersen and Rajan (1994) and Bonaccorsi di Patti and Gobbi 

(2002), both concluded that the higher the concentration of credit market, the higher volume 

of credit provided. These findings are important for the Czech banking market as the offer of 

business credit might have been influenced by the mergers and acquisitions on one hand or by 

the new entries to the market on the other hand. The two above mentioned studies came to the 

same conclusions even though they researched different markets and different periods. 

Petersen and Rajan focused on the U.S. market in 1987 and compared the date between 

different regions in the USA, meanwhile Bonaccorsi di Patti and Gobbi used data for Italy 

from 1989 till 1998.  

 

Jiménez et al. (2010) then brought mixed evidence of the importance of the level of 

securitization for the changes of credit supply on the overall credit market. The research 

which was done using Spanish data (from 1999 to 2009) suggests, that the firms already 

having strong linkage at the credit market were not able to increase the volume of credit 

provided due to increased level of securitization. On the other hand, according to the results of 

Jiménez, the increased level of overall securitization on the credit market increased the 

accessibility of credit to new borrowers. This finding is very interesting especially due to the 

fact that it reveals one of the non-obvious features of the credit market.  

 

The works by Lown and Morgan (2002) and Lown, Morgan and Rohatgi (2000) point at the 

significance of changes of the credit standards for the credit market development. Credit 

standards are rather soft measure, which is thus relatively hard to measure, but as these two 

works suggest, the changes of credit standards are very useful for the predicting of the future 

development of the volume of commercial bank loans, real GDP and inventory stock. These 

works are also interesting for the fact that the authors investigated the factors which causes 

the credit standards to change.  

 

Authors Haas and Lelyveld (2005 and 2003) focused on one of the important factors of the 

development of the banking sector  in Central and Eastern Europe which is the presence of 

foreign banks on the domestic market. Especially the Czech Republic is a country, where the 
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importance of foreign banks for the whole economy is crucial as the foreign banks represent 

around 90% of total balance sum of the banking sector (see chapter Description of the Czech 

banking sector). The authors used data for the period starting in 1993 and ending in 2000. One 

of the key outputs of their research is that the foreign banks in times of macroeconomic 

hardships show a tendency to decrease the credit supply less than the domestic banks. The 

presence of the foreign banks in the domestic credit sector can thus also be one of the factors 

significantly determining the accessibility of the credit to companies in the economy.  

 

 

3.3. Works focused on the econometrical methods for the markets in disequilibrium  

 

One of the key works regarding the analytical tools used for the research of changes on credit 

market was written by Fair and Jaffee (1972). The authors proposed four methods for 

studying the markets in disequilibrium. The crucial fact we must have in mind during the 

credit market analysis is that the market need not be in equilibrium. Either credit demand or 

credit supply need not be satisfied. It is even possible that a situation occurs when neither 

credit demand, not credit supply are satisfied. Fair and Jafee offer two possible approaches 

how to solve the problem. The first one is to separate the observed data into two regimes – 

one when the market is driven by the demand for credit and the second when the market is 

driven by the credit supply. The coefficients for supply and demand functions are then 

estimated using the maximum likelihood method. The second approach then adjusts the 

observed data for the disequilibrium conditions and then uses the adjusted data for the 

analysis. In this approach the price-setting information is used. It is possible to use the change 

in price as a qualitative proxy for the periods of excess supply or excess demand (when the 

direction of the price change indicates the possibility of the excess demand or supply). The 

other option is to use the change in price as quantitative proxy for the periods of excess 

demand or supply (when the level of price change is proportional to the level of excess 

demand or supply). Fair and Jafee then show the possible usage of their four approaches on a 

model of the housing market at the end of their paper.  
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Maddala and Nelson (1974) further developed the estimation processes for the models and 

approaches suggested by Fair and Jafee (1972). The major change is that all the considered 

models were newly estimated by the Maximum Likelihood Method. Maddala and Nelson also 

worked with four basic models for the credit market which all worked with the credit demand 

function, credit supply function and with the assumption that the observed data for the amount 

of credit provided is the minimum of the supply and demand. The first model by Maddala and 

Nelson works only with the supply equation, demand equation and the quantity of credit 

provided. The second and third model Maddala and Nelson present work with the same 

setting as the models by Fair and Jaffee which were using the market price information as the 

qualitative and quantitative proxy for the periods of excess demand or supply on the credit 

market. The fourth model then works with a stochastic price equation. Maddala and Nelson 

show the results of their models and estimations on the housing market model proposed by 

Fair and Jaffee. One of the conclusions of Maddala and Nelson is that more important than the 

estimation method is a proper specification of the model and reliable date. The different 

estimation methods then produced similar results. 

 

Laffont and Garcia (1977) focused directly on the market of business loans and developed the 

disequilibrium models of Fair and Jaffee, Maddala and Nelson and other authors. They work 

with four approaches or different models. The first one is so called Directional method, which 

is based on the work of Fair and Jaffee (direction of the price change used as a qualitative 

proxy for the periods of excess credit demand or credit supply). Two-Stage Least Square 

method and OLS method are used for the estimations of this model. The second model used 

the Maximum Likelihood method and uses the findings of Maddala and Nelson (1974). The 

third model uses Two-Stage Least Squares method and the quantitative model approach of 

Fair and Jaffee (1972) (level of the price change used as a quantitative proxy for the periods 

and levels of excess credit demand or credit supply). Finally, the fourth model uses the 

Maximum Likelihood method for quantitative model as suggested by Maddala and Nelson 

(1974). 
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3.4. Works focused on the Czech credit market 

 

The three authors mentioned in this section usually researched the Czech credit market from a 

rather general point of view. We have to have in mind that the Czech banking sector went 

through a very serious transformation in the 1990’. This period and especially the 

phenomenon of transformation itself are the main focuses of the Czech banking sector 

literature. The issue of potential disequilibrium on the credit market is relatively new and thus 

not well researched. Up to the level of my knowledge, the only work a priori examining the 

inner forces which determine the development on the Czech credit market is the work written 

by Vodová in 2009. The other works mentioned in this subchapter should provide the reader 

with a general theoretical background of the development and present state of the Czech 

credit market. These findings can be easily connected and confronted with the overview of the 

Czech banking sector in the first chapter of this thesis.  

  

As hinted above, Vodová (2009) tried to employ econometrical techniques to reveal the inner 

structure of the Czech credit market and to describe the characteristics of the inner forces 

determining its outcome. She focused on the Czech loan market as a whole. This means that 

she did not use any further specifications and distinction regarding the market subcategories 

such as loans to the financial sector, non-financial corporations, public sector, small 

businesses, general public and others. The data used in the work of Vodová (2009) is in the 

form of quarterly time series which cover the period between years 1994 and 2007. The 

dependent variable is the total amount of loans provided in the Czech Republic (without the 

distinction between Czech residents and non-residents). The time series of the dependent 

variable is in the logarithmic transformation. The independent variables used by Vodová are 

following: 

- total volume of deposits in the Czech banks; in logarithmic transformation 

- total value of Czech GDP; in logarithmic transformation 

- inflation (CPI) 

- inflation (PPI) 

- investments – Gross Fixed Capital Formation; in log. transformation 

- value of equity of the Czech banks; in logarithmic transformation 
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- the share of classified loans (watch loans + substandard loans + doubtful loans 

+ loss loans) on the total loans 

- capital adequacy of the Czech banks 

- industrial production; in logarithmic transformation 

- index PX 50; one quarterly average of daily values; in log. transformation 

- rentability of average banking assets 

- rentability of average banking equity 

- interest margin of the Czech banks (difference between the interest on deposits 

and interest on loans) 

- interest on loans (lending rate) 

- lending capacity of the Czech banks; in logarithmic transformation 

- two dummy variables for the transfer of loss loans from Czech banks to the 

Consolidation bank and the Czech consolidation agency 

In spite of the fact that Vodová (2009) presents various econometrical techniques described in 

the paper of Fair and Jaffee (1972) in the theoretical part of her work, she ends up using the 

simplified version of the consistent method of estimation shown in Fair and Kelejian (1974). 

According to this approach, the supply and demand for credit can be consistently estimated by 

a maximum likelihood estimation that is conditional on the sample segmentation. In other 

words, the method supposes that the periods when the supply drives the market are at first 

separated from the periods when demand drives the market and then the supply and demand 

coefficients are estimated using the corresponding segmented data. Nevertheless, the method 

of Fair and Kelejian is further simplified due to the lack of observations (Vodová has only 56 

quarterly observations). According to the description of Vodová, the whole sample of data (56 

observations) is used for the estimation of both supply and demand functions. The difference 

is only produced by iterated exclusion of insignificant independent variables in her four 

variants of the supply and demand models (both supply and demand functions are modelled 

on four models). The first model always uses all the independent variables, meanwhile the 

fourth model keeps only the significant ones. After all, the periods of the excess demand and 

excess supply of credit on the Czech market are derived from the results. 

She concludes that the demand for loans on the Czech loan market is determined by the GDP 

lagged by one period, investments, index PX 50 and the interest rate on loans (lending rate). 

The coefficients of all mentioned independent variables have positive sign (including the 

coefficient of lending rate), thus the higher the values of the variables are, the higher the 
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demand for credit. The supply of loans on the market is then determined by the total volume 

of deposits in the Czech banks (positive sign), industrial production (positive sign), interest 

rates (positive sign) and the share of classified loans (negative sign). In other words, the 

higher is the deposits are, the higher the industrial production is, the higher the interest rates 

are and the lower the share of classified loans is, the higher the supply of credit on the market. 

Vodová also claims that there were periods of excess demand on the credit market between 

the years 1999 and 2002 and 2006 and 2007. On the other hand, the period of excess supply 

was between the years 2003 and 2005. 

The work by Vodová is one of the main initial sources of inspiration for this diploma thesis 

mainly due to the fact that she works with the Czech data and she introduces the original 

international theoretical approaches. On the other hand, her focus (corporate borrowing 

together with the borrowing of households and other agents on the market), the data span 

(quarterly data from 1994-2007, so the crisis years are not covered and the transition data 

until 2000 can bias the results) and the methodology used are not corresponding with the 

intentions of this thesis. The goal of this work is to use the approach of Vodová as a starting 

point and to go further and deeper and thus to overcome her results.   

 

The work by Bárta and Singer (2006) describes the transformation process which the Czech 

banking sector had to undergo during the 1990’ and at the beginning of the new millennia. 

The changes which happened in the banking system due to the alteration of the whole political 

and economic settings (a shift from planned socialist economy to a market economy) were 

fundamental and completely modified the whole sector. Bárta and Singer also focus on the 

role of the institutions which were established in order to facilitate the change and its 

processes. They also dedicate their research to an identification of the most important 

relationships and linkages between the restructuring processes happening in the Czech 

banking sector, the overall macroeconomic development of the country and the different 

stages of the overall transformation of the Czech economy. Their work definitely clarifies, 

explains end helps to understand the development and present shape of the Czech banking 

sector and the inner logic of the processes which lead to Czech banking sector as we know it 

in present days. 
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Chmelová (2010) studies the relationship between the banking sector and the economic 

growth. The research is done on the data from the Czech Republic and Austria. She focuses 

on the valuation of the functionality and quality of Czech and Austrian banking systems 

assessing the development of given financial indicators. The main thesis of the work of 

Chmelová is that that effective, healthy and deepening level of financial intermediation has a 

positive effect on continuous funding of real sector agents. The analytical part of her work is 

focused on the evaluation of portfolios of the Czech and Austrian banks, their primary 

resources for assets and the quality of provided loans. The analysis covers the period between 

the years 2000 and 2009. Other important indicators considered in her paper are also the 

intensity of banking competition, the bank profitability and the depth of financial 

intermediation in the banking sectors. The paper by Chmelová serves mainly as a source of a 

general overview of the Czech banking sector. Its undisputed benefit is the comparison of the 

Czech and Austrian banking sector, which brings the conclusion that Czech banks have 

become healthy and stable institutions with sound results. 
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4. Methodology 

 

The analytical part of this work follows the methodological approaches of Maddala and 

Nelson (1974), Fair and Jaffee (1972), Pazarbasioglu (1997), Ghosh and Ghosh (1999) and 

Baek (2002). The main source of information, procedures and a general key for understanding 

the whole analytical part from the econometrical point of view is Maddala and Nelson (1974) 

who significantly elaborated the estimation methods for markets in disequilibrium.  

The aim of this work is to find out the factors which influence the accessibility of loans for 

the companies in the Czech Republic. This means that we basically want to know what causes 

the changes of credit supply in time. As has been mentioned before, it is difficult to model the 

credit supply function alone, because the amount of provided credit which is observed on the 

market is in general a result of interaction of both forces present on the market – credit supply 

and credit demand. Furthermore, it is possible that disequilibrium appears on the market and 

the demand does not meet the supply in the theoretical optimum (due to the market 

imperfections) or that some abnormal events influence the market in such a way that none of 

the forces of demand and supply decide the final amount of provided credit. This is the reason 

why we firstly need to model the whole market and after that, we can focus only on its supply 

side. This task can be solved using the approaches and methods of the works studying the 

credit m-arkets in disequilibrium and the works focused on the econometrical procedures used 

for the analysis of markets in disequilibrium which were described in the literature review. 

  

First of all, we need to schematically define the credit supply and credit demand functions of 

the model of the Czech credit market. We will now work with the general notion of the supply 

and demand functions and their specific applications for this thesis will be derived later.  

The credit supply and credit demand functions will be in general defined as follows: 

1´S S

t t tC X u   

2´D D

t t tC X u   

 S

tC = quantity of credit supplied at time t 
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 ´ = transposed vector of coefficients of the independent variables of the credit supply 

1tX = independent variables of the credit supply function (macroeconomic and banking 

sector factors which coefficients will be estimated) 

 S

tu = residuals of the credit supply function 

 D

tC = quantity of credit demanded at time t 

´ = transposed vector of coefficients of the independent variables of the credit 

demand 

2tX = independent variables of the credit demand function (macroeconomic and 

banking sector factors which coefficients will be estimated) 

 D

tu = residuals of the credit demand function 

 

The observed quantity of credit provided on the Czech credit market at time t is then denoted 

as tC and defined as the minimum of quantity supplied and quantity demanded at time t: 

 min ,S D

t t tC C C  

 

The literature review brought three major works relevant for the markets in disequilibrium 

which mentioned several different approaches to the estimation of credit supply and credit 

demand equations.  Fair and Jaffee (1972) were using price-setting information as a 

quantitative or qualitative proxies for the estimation of periods of excess demand or excess 

supply. The contribution of Laffont and Garcia (1977) was in the usage of different 

econometrical estimation methods - Ordinary Least Squares, Two-Step Least Squares and 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation. Finally, Maddala and Nelson (1974) intensively developed 

the models used with the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method. The findings of Maddala 

and Nelson were then used in the works of Pazarbasioglu (1997), Ghosh and Ghosh (1999) 

and Baek (2002).  
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This work will in general follow the approach of Maddala and Nelson (1974). More 

specifically said, it will use their Model 1 which works with the credit supply function, credit 

demand function, minimum condition (  min ,S D

t t tC C C ) and the observed quantity of credit 

provided. This model is estimated by the Maximum Likelihood method. As mentioned before, 

we will now develop the theoretical findings in the general way according to the approach of 

Maddala and Nelson (1974) and the specific applications for this thesis will be derived later.  

 

We have already defined the credit supply function as 
1´S S

t t tC X u  and the credit demand 

function as 
2´D D

t t tC X u  and we suppose that the observed quantity of credit provided at 

time t ( tC ) is the minimum of the quantity of credit demanded and the quantity of credit 

supplied (defined as  min ,S D

t t tC C C ). It will be also assumed that S

tu and D

tu are jointly 

normal and independent over time and that they are distributed with zero mean and 

covariance matrix S (variances are denoted as 2

S and 2

D ). The covariance matrix S will be 

under such conditions diagonal (independency of S

tu and D

tu over time). 

The probability that the observed quantity of credit tC is a result of the supply (thus that tC

belongs to the supply function) can be expressed as follows: 

 S D

t t tpr C C   

 1 2´ ´S D

t t t t tpr X u X u      

 2 1´ ´S D

t t t t tpr u u X X      

 

Since S

tu and D

tu are jointly normal and independent over time, the expression S D

t tu u must be 

also normally distributed and its variance will be 2 2 2

S D    .  

Therefore we know that: 
  22 1´ ´ /

/21

2

t tX X
u

t e du
  








  . 
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Now we need to define the density functions and the cumulative distribution functions which 

model the two possibilities of tC being part of the supply or demand. The corresponding 

functions are as follows: 

    
2

1 12

1 1
exp ´

22
t t t
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f C C X
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D

tdC
 

The functions  1 tf C  and  2 tf C  are the probability density functions (PDFs), meanwhile 

 1 tF C and  2 tF C  are the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs).   

  

Given that tC belongs to the supply equation, the conditional density of tC can be expressed 

as: 

 
   

   

1 2

1 2

t t

t t t

f C F C

f C F C dC







 

 

As we know that the expression    1 2t t tf C F C dC



  is in reality the probability that the 

quantity of credit supplied is lower than the quantity of credit demanded (  S D

t tpr C C ) 

denoted as t , we can write that: 

 
   

   

   1 2 1 2

1 2

t t t t

t
t t t

f C F C f C F C

f C F C dC 
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Analogically, if the observed quantity of credit tC is a result of the demand (thus tC belongs 

to the demand function), the conditional density of tC  can be expressed as 
   2 1

1

t t

t

f C F C






. 

As the observed amount of credit tC belongs to the supply equation with probability t  and to 

the demand equation with probability1 t , the unconditional density of tC depending on the 

values of the independent variables 1tX  and 2tX can be expressed as follows: 

  
   

 
   1 2 2 1

1 2, 1
1

t t t t

t t t t t

t t

f C F C f C F C
f C X X  

 

    
     

   
 

 then, after a small reorganization:          1 2 1 2 2 1,t t t t t t tf C X X f C F C f C F C     

 

The log likelihood function (MLE) is then defined as: 

        1 2 2 11
log

n

t t t tt
MLE f C F C f C F C


       

 

Maddala and Nelson (1974) used as the dependent variable of their model the total volume of 

the credit provided on the market (in real, respectively in absolute terms). The goal of this 

thesis is to analyse and reveal the drivers (determinants) of the accessibility of credit lines for 

the companies in the Czech economy. To reach this goal we need to try to explain the 

movements on the markets. Said in different words, we want to follow the changes of the total 

volume of loans provided. That is why we will transform the source data for our analysis into 

the period-to-period percentage changes.  

We would also like to find out if there are any differences between the drivers of the 

accessibility of the credit lines which are provided with different maturities. In order to do 

that, we will estimate the model with different dependent variables expressing the features of 

the total volume of the credit provided, of the total volume of the short-term credit provided, 

of the total volume of the medium-term credit provided and of the total volume of the long-

term credit provided. 
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The problem is theoretically solved. The very next thing to do is putting the theory into 

practice.  This will be done in several crucial steps. First of all, we need to gather the right 

data relevant to the supply and demand side of the market of the corporate credit lines in the 

Czech Republic. These data must have the ability to explain the development on the Czech 

market of corporate credit lines and it must have the appropriate length and depth (in other 

words, the number of observations, the continuity of observations and the reliability of 

source). As the second step, we need to find a convenient tool which can estimate the results 

of the theoretical model out of the real data. As mentioned before, the estimation procedure 

will use the concept of Maximum Likelihood Estimation, when the theoretical finding of 

Maddala and Nelson (1974) will be translated into a code for the econometrical program and 

then finally processed. The last step is to interpret the obtained results.  

In the next chapters we will start with the data description. Then we proceed to the finding of 

the tool of the estimation, followed by the creation of the practical model. At the end we will 

finish with the description and interpretation of the obtained results.  
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5. Data description 

 

The type of data (variables) used for the purposes of this thesis corresponds with the data used 

in the other works dedicated to the research of credit markets. Thus, we tried to use the data 

recommended and validated in the already mentioned papers. The cases of appropriate data 

for credit supply and credit demand estimations mentioned in the literature review will be 

discussed separately.  

If we search for the appropriate data for the estimation of the credit supply in the major papers 

mentioned in the literature review, we see that e.g. Pazarbasioglu (1997) and Baek (2002) use 

the total deposits in the previous period and Catao (1997) then among the other variables used 

the change in the share of problematic loans on total loans. Petersen and Rajan (1994) 

together with Bonaccorsi di Patti and Gobbi (2002) then described the importance of market 

concentration when they both concluded that the higher the concentration of credit market is, 

the higher volume of credit provided. 

Regarding the data for the demand side of the credit market, Ghosh and Ghosh (1999) use as 

the explaining variable the real interest rate on loans, current output, stock market index and 

inflation. Also Pazarbasioglu (1997), similarly to Ghosh and Ghosh, uses the interest rate on 

bank loans, expected rate of inflation and expected level of industrial production. Nehls and 

Schmidt (2003) as well as Calza, Gartner and Sousa (2001) then employ nominal capital 

market rate and real GDP as the explaining variables. Baek (2002) then, apart from the other 

data, uses the industrial production in previous period, meanwhile Martin (1990) takes the 

level of world trade, nominal interest rate in previous period and the real post tax interest rate. 

The overview of demand equation variables used in the works described in the literature 

review is then closed with Catao (1997) who utilizes the change of the interest rate, change of 

the nominal GDP growth and the level of structural unemployment (measured by NAIRU). 

The general result coming from the literature review is that the data for credit supply estimate 

should contain the total deposits, the share of problematic loans on total loans and the data 

about the market concentration. The data for credit demand should then include the interest 

rate on loans, GDP or its equivalent (e.g. industrial production), stock market index, inflation, 

some proxy for the level of world trade and the data for the level of unemployment. The 
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analysis can be also inspired by Catao’s (1997) employment of changes of the data or by the 

general incorporation of lagged data.  

 

As mentioned in the chapter dedicated to the methodology, the goal of this thesis is to analyse 

and reveal the drivers, respectively the determinants of the accessibility of the corporate credit 

lines in the Czech economy. To reach this goal we need to try to explain the movements on 

the markets and thus we want to follow the changes of the dependent variable. The source 

data for the dependent variable of the model estimated in this work is the observed volume of 

loans provided to the Czech non-financial corporations which is transformed into the form of 

period-to-period percentage changes. As mentioned before, we also want to find out if there 

are any differences between the drivers of the accessibility of the credit lines with different 

time structure, so the data for short-term loans, medium-term loans and long-term loans are 

also incorporated.  

The independent variables which are meant to explain the dependent variable are divided into 

the separate data of the credit supply side and into the separate data of the side of demand for 

credit. The source data for the independent variables is also transformed into the form of the 

period-to-period percentage changes. Both side also contain the lagged values of the variables 

for the periods of t-1, t-2, t-3, t-4, t-5 and t-6.  

All the data cover the period between August 31
st 

2002 and April 30
th

 2012. The data is on the 

monthly basis. The dataset will thus contain 117 observations. 

 

The supply side data consist of: 

 month-to-month percentage change of the total volume of deposits of the non-financial 

corporations (s1) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of deposits in the Czech banks 

(s2) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of watch loans in the Czech 

banks (s3) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of substandard loans in the 

Czech banks (s4) 
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 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of default loans in the Czech 

banks (s5) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total capital of the Czech banks (share 

capital + profit/loss of previous years + profit/loss of current period; s6) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the market concentration index (Herfindahl 

index for the Czech banking sector; s7) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the two week Repo rate (s8) 

 

The demand side data consist of: 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the interest rate on the new contracts of loans
15

 

to non-financial corporations (d1) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the consumer price index (d2) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the producer price index (d3) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the unemployment rate (d4) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the industry production (without construction) 

index (d5) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the new industrial orders index (d6) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the volume of export (d7) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the PX 50 index (d8) 

 

The dependent variable data cover: 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of credit provided to the non-

financial corporations in the Czech Republic (v1) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of short-term credit (up to 1 

year) provided to the non-financial corporations in the Czech Republic (v1a) 

 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of medium-term credit 

(between 1 and 5 years) provided to the non-financial corporations in the Czech 

Republic (v1b) 

                                                 
15

 This interest rate is the average interest on all new loan contracts disregarding their time structure; ARAD 

database of the Czech National Bank does not allow further decomposition 
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 month-to-month percentage change  of the total volume of long-term credit (more than 

5 years) provided to the non-financial corporations in the Czech Republic (v1c) 

 

Table 2 summarizes the variables described above.  It also clearly links the type of variable, 

its name in this text and its abbreviation for the Gretl code. Even though the names of the 

variables do not say that for the sake of the space necessary, we have to have in mind that all 

the data are in the form of month-to-month percentage changes. 

Table 2: List of variables used in the model 

 
Source: own design 

 

The type of data source employed follows the type of data used in the papers which were 

discussed in the literature review. Some other important data was also added in order to 

capture the general development of the Czech economy and of the Czech banking sector.  

The vast majority of data used in this thesis is from the time series database of the Czech 

national bank called ARAD
16

. Only the time series depicting the new industrial orders index 

and the industry production index are then from EUROSTAT
17

 and the PX 50 index is from 

PATRIA PLUS
18

. The month-to-month percentage transformation of the data is a result of 

author’s calculations.  

                                                 
16

 http://www.cnb.cz/docs/ARADY/HTML/index_en.htm 
17

 http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/portal/page/portal/eurostat/home/  
18

 http://www.patria.cz/patriaplus/ 

name of the 

variable
Gretl code 

abbreviation

name of the 

variable

corporate 

deposits
total deposits watch loans

substandard 

loans
default loans bank capital

herfindahl 

index
CZ Repo

Gretl code 

abbreviation
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8

name of the 

variable
interest rate CPI  PPI  unemployment

Industrial 

production   

wo C

new orders export PX 50

Gretl code 

abbreviation
d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8

List of variables

Dependent variables

Supply side independent variables

Demand side explanatory variables

long-term loans

v1c

total loans

v1

short-term loans

v1a

medium-term loans

v1b
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6. Model estimation 

 

In this section, we start with the theoretical findings of Maddala and Nelson (1974), which 

were presented in the methodology chapter. The theoretical conclusion of the search for the 

right estimation for the credit market in disequilibrium was that we need to maximize the 

likelihood of the following expression: 

       1 2 2 11
log

n

t t t tt
f C F C f C F C


      

where
19
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 is the probability density function 

(PDF) for the credit supply equation 
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 is the probability density function (PDF) 

for the equation of the demand for credit 
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S

tdC  is the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF) for the credit supply equation 

and    
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D

tdC  is the cumulative 

distribution function (CDF) for the equation of the demand for credit 
 

 

We can transform the expression        1 2 2 1t t t tf C F C f C F C    in the same way as Baek 

(2002) did and we get the following equation:  

 

                                                 
19

 More details and the explanation of variables are available in the chapter Methodology 
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The next steps are (1) the transfer of this equation into a code compatible with some statistical 

or econometrical software and then (2) the elaboration of the estimation of the equation itself.  

The most convenient and useful econometrical program for the purposes of this thesis is the 

Gretl software
20

.  

The Gretl User’s Guide and the Gretl Command Reference written by Cottrell and Lucchetti 

(2012a, 2012b) were heavily used during the development of the code for the estimation. The 

key information were also taken from Lukáčik and Slosiar (2010) and Bil, Němec and Pospiš 

(2009).  

Based on the information from the mentioned literature and with a piece of author’s invention, 

the appropriate Gretl code was developed and its full version can be seen in Appendix.  

Speaking about the general logic of the MLE code, we must at first indicate the starting values 

of the coefficients 
i  and j  (these are scalars - scalar alpha, scalar beta, scalar const1 and 

scalar const2). Then, the MLE equation is defined using the command functions for the 

cumulative distribution of the standard normal distribution (cnorm) and for the density of the 

standard normal distribution (dnorm). The next step is a definition of the standard deviations 

of the values of month-to-month changes of the credit supply and credit demand estimated by 

the model. The last step is to indicate which coefficients we want to have estimated by the 

software. 

 

The MLE function is going to be maximized now using the described code. The vectors of 
i  

and j  coefficients of the independent variables of the credit supply function and the credit 

demand function will be estimated. The insignificant variables will be dropped out and the 

whole process will be repeated until the moment when we get the most significant results for 

every category of the dependent variable (month-to-month percentage changes of the total 

volume of the credit provided, of the total volume of the short-term credit provided, of the 

total volume of the medium-term credit provided and of the total volume of the long-term 

credit provided). The selection of the most significant variables and the estimation of its 

coefficients are the two most important goals and results of this thesis.  

 

                                                 
20

 If necessary, more details are available at http://gretl.sourceforge.net/ 
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Based on these primary results, we will also derive three important reflections of the reality: 

1. First of all, we will depict the development of the changes of the model demand and 

the model supply in time and we will compare it with the changes of the real volumes 

of different types of loans (total loans, short-term, medium-term and long-term loans). 

Taking this step, we will compare the estimated model data with the corresponding 

real data.  

The initial descriptive development of changes of all dependent variables
21

 with 

respect to time can be seen in appendix (Chart 32, Chart 33, Chart 34 and Chart 35). 

Chart 32 then shows that there is some difference in month-to-month changes of 

different dependent variables. This fact supports our idea to break up the general 

category of total loans into three other categories according to the maturity of the 

loans. Chart 33, Chart 34 and Chart 35 then depict the development of the month-to-

month changes of the short-term loans, medium-term loans and long-term loans in 

time and compare them to the month-to-month changes of the total loans. 

 

2. The second type of reality reflection will be a graph showing whether the real volumes 

of loans were most probably determined by supply or demand. Describing the 

methodology of this approach further, we need to say that the determination of reality 

in the approach of this thesis is derived from the fact that either the model supply or 

the model demand has lower absolute value of residuals at one point of time (the data 

are on monthly basis). Then, the side (model demand or model supply) which has 

lower absolute value of residuals in given month is seen as the side determining the 

reality. Looking at the Chart 21, Chart 24, Chart 27 and Chart 30 we see that if the 

reality is determined by the demand for loans, the given month has a value of 1 and if 

the reality is determined by the supply side, then the given month has value the value 

of -1. 

 

3. The third and last type of reality reflection is an assessment of the periods of possible 

excess demand or possible excess supply existing on the loan market. We derived the 

fact that there possibly exists an excess demand on the loan market out of the fact that 

the value of change of model demand is more positive than the value of change of the 

                                                 
21

 month-to-month changes of total loans, of short-term loans, of medium-term loans and of long-term loans 
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model supply. This can occur in two situations. Either the model demand is growing 

faster than the model supply, or the model demand is decreasing more slowly than the 

model supply. The possible existence of excess supply is then a situation when the 

value of change of supply is more positive than the value of change of demand. This 

can be caused (again) only by the fact that the supply is growing faster than the 

demand or that the supply is decreasing more slowly than the demand side. The results 

are graphically illustrated in Chart 22, Chart 25, Chart 28 and Chart 31. The value of 

given month in which there possibly exists excess demand is 1 and the value of month 

with possible excess supply is -1. 
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7. Estimation results 

 

All the results presented in this chapter are a product of a process of several iterative 

estimations. The first step was always to try to estimate the model with all 112 coefficients 

(eight variables plus six of their lagged values for both supply and demand side) as shown in 

appendix. Out of this, we took only the most significant basic or lagged value for every 

variable. In case that there were two or more very significant values for one variable (p-values 

< 0,00001), we kept both of them (or more) in the model and after dropping out all the other 

insignificant variables we repeated the estimation. This procedure usually left significant only 

one of the two or more originally very significant variables and the others were proved to be 

insignificant. After several repeated estimations, only the significant variables with only one 

significant value were left.  

 

7.1. Results for the model with total loans (v1) as dependent variable 

Having in mind the names of the variables presented in the Table 2 (chapter Data description), 

we can show the following results of the estimation of the monthly changes
22

 of the credit 

supply and credit demand in the case of total credit provided. The model equations explaining 

the month-to-month changes of the supply of loans (total loans) and demand for loans (total 

loans) is as follows
23

:  

S: Δtotal loans (in t0) = -0.373717 - 0.0661321*(Δcorporate deposits in t0) + 

0.193874*(Δtotal deposits in t0) - 0.0471441*(Δdefault loans in t0-1) - 

0.0283761*(Δbank capital in t0-3) - 0.123644*(ΔHerfindahl index in t0-2) + 

0.0431967*(ΔCZ Repo in t0-4) 

 

D: Δtotal loans (in t0) = -0.06997 + 0.0457135*(Δinterest rate in t0-1) + 

0.530907*(ΔPPI in t0-6) - 0.159803*(Δunemployment in t0) - 0.0725956*(Δindustrial 

production wo C in t0-5) - 0.0199377*(Δexport in t0-1) + 0.0323192*(ΔPX 50 in t0-6) 

 

                                                 
22

 We need to emphasize again the fact that all the data including all dependent and independent variables are in 

the form of month-to-month percentage changes 
23

 The Gretl output  with the estimation for the total loans as a dependent variable is in the Appendix as Chart 36 
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The change of the supply of the total volume of loans for the non-financial corporations is 

negatively dependent on the change of corporate deposits, default loans, bank capital and 

Herfindahl index. On the other hand, it is positively dependent on the change of total deposits 

in the Czech banks and Czech Repo rate.  

The positive relation between the change of total loans provided and the volume of total 

deposits is clear. The more money banks have, the more they are willing to lend. On the other 

hand, this linkage does not hold in the case of corporate deposits where the model shows 

negative relation. In other words, the higher the corporate deposits (positive change), the 

lower the loans provided to non-financial corporations (negative change). The connection in 

the case of total amount of default loans is clear. The model says that the higher the total 

amount of default loans (positive change), the lower the volume of loans to non-financial 

corporations provided (negative change). This relation corresponds with the general economic 

intuition. The result in the case of Herfindahl index is in contradiction with the conclusions of 

Petersen and Rajan (1994) and Bonaccorsi di Patti and Gobbi (2002)
24

 who assert that the 

higher the concentration of credit market is, the higher is the volume of credit provided. Our 

model predicts the relationship vice versa – the higher concentration on the market, the lower 

volume of loans provided. This situation might be caused by the fact that higher concentration 

means lower competition on the market and thus the banks do not need to compete for more 

risky clients and at the end provide (supply) less loans.   

The change of the demand for total volume of loans of non-financial corporations is then 

negatively dependent on the change of unemployment, industrial production (without 

construction) and export. The demand for total volume of loans of non-financial corporations 

is then positively dependent on the change of interest rate, PPI and PX 50 index. 

The relation in the case of unemployment and PX 50 is corresponding with a general 

economic intuition. Higher unemployment can indicate worsening situation of the economy 

and thus decreasing demand for loans (lower production, lower amount of new projects), 

meanwhile increasing PX 50 index can indicate higher economic development and thus 

higher demand for loans. The case of industrial production, export and interest rate is more 

unclear. The results of the model estimation hint that increasing industrial production and 

export cause a decrease in the demand for external financing of the companies. One of the 

possible explanations can be that in the times of economic boom (higher production, higher 

                                                 
24

 Both works discussed in the Literature review 
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export), the companies have more revenues and thus higher internal sources of financing 

(profit) and their demand for loans decreases. The positive linkage between the change of 

interest rates (in t0-1) and the change in demand for loans can be then explained in such a way 

that the companies increase their demand for loans not because of the interest rate rise, but in 

spite of it. In further analysis we will see that the demand for loans often exceeds the supply 

(Chart 22) and thus that the market is supply constrained. In such settings it can hold, that the 

banks utilizes their position and promptly increase the interest rate when they feel that a 

period of higher demand for credit comes. 

 

The chart 20 shows the development of our model supply, model demand and real volume of 

loans provided in time. The monthly changes of model supply and model demand are 

calculated using the estimated coefficients for supply and demand equations and the real data 

for independent variables.  First of all, we see a high seasonality in the real data and the fact, 

that our model shows much higher accuracy after the arrival of the crisis at the end of 2008. 

The seasonality is highly linked to the end/beginning of the year and moderately linked to the 

summer months. In both cases the changes in total amount of corporate loans provided is 

negative. It probably highly corresponds with the psychological effects when the end of 

December and beginning of January as well as mid-summer are not the typical periods for 

starting new project and taking up a loan. 

 
Chart 20: Monthly changes of the model supply, model demand and real observed data for the total volume of loans (v1) 

 
Source: own calculations 

Chart 21 then suggests what determines the change of the real total volume of loans. The 

methodology used consisted of calculating the absolute value of residuals of both model 

supply and model demand when we took as a determinant the function (model supply or 
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model demand) which absolute residual was in the given period (month) lower. The lower 

absolute residual thus meant that the change of real volume of credit provided was closer to 

one of the two model functions. In the Chart 21 we see a period (until mid of 2004) when the 

market was highly determined by the supply side. After that we see a period (until second half 

of 2008) when the model demand side determined the changes of the total volume of loans 

provided. With the arrival of the crisis and in the subsequent years we see a mixed 

determination of the real changes from both supply and demand side. During the calculations 

we identified 68 months out of 117 when the changes of model demand determined the reality 

and 49 months out of 117 when the determinants ware the changes of model supply. 

Chart 21: Model determinants of the changes for the total volume of loans (v1) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

The last graph - Chart 22 shows when the change of model demand for corporate loans (total 

loans) was higher than the change of model supply. Clarifying the methodology of this graph 

further, we took the model predicted values for both changes of supply and demand side and 

then we indicated the period when the predicted monthly change on the demand side was 

more positive than on the supply side as a period when the demand for credit was growing 

faster or was decreasing more slowly than the supply of credit. Such periods are then highly 

suspected to be periods of excess demand for credit. Looking at the Chart 22 we see that the 

monthly changes of model demand in case of total loans were in general higher than the 

monthly changes of model supply. Out of this, we can conclude that the market for total loans 

for non-financial corporations is highly driven by supply side which typically produces excess 

demand situations. The calculations revealed 80 months (out of 117) of excess demand and 37 

months (out of 117) of excess supply.  
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Chart 22: Periods of possible excess demand or supply for the total volume of loans (v1) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

 

7.2. Results for the model with short-term loans (v1a) as dependent variable 

The model equations explaining the month-to-month changes
25

 of the supply of loans (short-

term loans) and demand for loans (short-term loans) is following
26,27

: 

S: Δshort-term loans (in t0) = -0.710309 - 0.230454*(Δcorporate deposits in t0) + 

0.345409*(Δtotal deposits in t0-3) - 0.105671*(Δwatch loans in t0-5) - 

0.0517743*(Δsubstandard loans in t0-1) + 0.0845323*(ΔCZ Repo in t0-4) 

D: Δshort-term loans (in t0) = -1.06324 + 0.0524181*(Δinterest rate in t0-2) + 

1.51539*(ΔCPI in t0-4) + 0.688513*(ΔPPI in t0-5) - 0.323854*(Δunemployment in t0-5) 

+ 0.209737*(Δindustrial production wo C in t0) + 0.0611615*(Δnew orders in t0-2) -

0.0414472*(Δexport in t0-1) 

 

The change of model supply is negatively dependent on the change of the corporate deposits, 

total watch loans in the banking system and substandard loans. It is positively dependent total 

                                                 
25

 We need to emphasize again the fact that all the data including all dependent and independent variables are in 

the form of month-to-month percentage changes 
26

 The names of the variables correspond with the Table 2 in the chapter Data description  
27

 The Gretl output  with the estimation for the short-term loans as a dependent variable is in the Appendix as 

Chart 37 
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deposits and Repo rate. This is very similar to the estimation results in the case of total loans. 

The only difference is that short-term loans have among significant variables the changes of 

watch loans and substandard loans (both with negative signs) while the estimation for total 

loans had changes of default loans (also with negative sign). The estimation for short-term 

loans then does not have significant the variables of changes of the Herfindahl index and 

changes of the bank capital. 

The changes of model demand is then positively dependent on the changes of interest rate, 

CPI, PPI, industrial production without construction and new orders and it is negatively 

dependent on the changes of unemployment and export. The results are more corresponding 

with the general economic intuition (positive sign in the case of industrial production) then 

the results for total loans. It also incorporates the changes of new orders with a positive sign 

(also corresponding with the general economic intuition). On the other hand, the changes of 

interest rate influence the model positively, meanwhile the changes of export negatively. This 

is still a challenge for the intuitive understanding. 

 

Chart 23 shows the development of the changes of model supply, model demand and real data 

in time. We also see a high seasonality of the changes of real data, which is especially 

apparent in the case of abrupt negative changes of the total volume of credit provided at the 

end of December and beginning of January. 

Chart 23: Monthly changes of the model supply, model demand and real observed data of short-term loans (v1a) 

 
Source: own calculations 

Looking at the Chart 24, we see that the changes of the real volume of short-term loans 

provided to non-financial corporations were determined nearly evenly by changes of model 
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demand and model supply. This can be seen from the absolute values of residuals calculated 

from the model supply, model demand and the real data. Speaking more specifically, the 

changes of model demand determined the changes of real volume of loans in 57 months out of 

117 and the changes of model supply did as well in 60 months out of 117. We can also 

identify periods of fast shifts in the determination of real changes between the beginnings of 

the second half of 2005 and the end of the first half of 2006, in 2010 and since the second half 

of 2011 until present days. 

Chart 24: Model determinants of the changes of the total volume of short-term loans (v1a) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

Chart 25 then shows the periods when the changes of model demand exceeded the changes of 

model supply and thus when we say that the demand rose faster or decreased more slowly 

than the supply. These periods are suspected to be the time of excess demand for short-term 

loans provided to non-financial corporations. This, in fact, happened in 63 months out of 117, 

meanwhile in 54 months there probably existed excess supply. We can also say that according 

to the model, there was no significant change in behaviour on the market of short-term loans 

after the arrival of the crisis. 
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Chart 25: Periods of possible excess demand or supply for the total volume of short-term loans (v1a) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

 

7.3. Results for the model with medium-term loans (v1b) as dependent variable 

The model equations explaining the month-to-month changes
28

 of the supply of medium-term 

loans and demand for medium-term loans were estimated in the following way
29,30

: 

S: Δmedium-term loans (in t0) = -1.52821 - 0.124225*(Δcorporate deposits in t0-1) + 

0.630286*(Δtotal deposits in t0) + 0.0718946*(Δwatch loans in t0-5) - 

0.57096*(Δdefault loans in t0-1) - 0.0573811*(Δbank capital in t0-3) - 

0.160334*(ΔHerfindahl index in t0-2) + 0.0807508*(ΔCZ Repo in t0-3) 

D: Δmedium-term loans (in t0) = -0.481719 + 0.187728*(Δinterest rate in t0-1) - 

1.13383*(ΔCPI in t0-2) - 0.0827398*(Δunemployment in t0-4) - 0.458103*(Δindustrial 

production wo C in t0) - 0.10637*(Δnew orders in t0-1) - 0.0660765*(Δexport in t0-3) 

 

The changes of model supply of medium-term loans are negatively dependent on the changes 

of corporate deposits, default loans, bank capital and Herfindahl index. They are positively 

dependent on the changes of total deposits, watch loans and Repo rate. These results are very 

                                                 
28

 We need to emphasize again the fact that all the data including all dependent and independent variables are in 

the form of month-to-month percentage changes 
29

 The names of the variables correspond with the Table 2 in the chapter Data description 
30

 The Gretl output  with the estimation for the medium-term loans as a dependent variable is in the Appendix as 

Chart 38 
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similar to the results of estimations for changes of total loans and changes of short-term loans. 

The only exception is the positive sign in the case of watch loans in the medium-term loans 

model supply. This exception also does not correspond with the general economic intuition.  

The changes of model demand positively depend only on the changes of interest rate. All the 

other variables in the model demand estimation have negative sign. This is different from the 

previous result especially in the case of inflation, when the estimation for total loans had 

positive linkage with the changes of PPI and the estimation for short-term loans had positive 

linkage with both changes of PPI and CPI. On the other hand, the results for model demand 

for medium-term loans correspond less with the general economic intuition due to the 

negative signs of the coefficients for changes of industrial production, new orders and export.  

 

If we have a look on the monthly changes of model demand, model supply and real data 

during the analysed period in the Chart 26, we should notice a very interesting phase of 

negative changes predicted by the model for model supply in the times after the arrival of the 

crisis into the Czech economy. Another interesting fact is the decrease in volatility of changes 

of both predictions and the real data after the beginning of 2010. Similar notions are apparent 

in the cases of all types of loans (Chart 20, Chart 23 and Chart 29), but such a development is 

most apparent in the case of medium-term and long-term loans (here even earlier - since the 

beginning of 2009).  

Chart 26: Monthly changes of the model supply, model demand and real observed data of medium-term loans (v1b) 

 
Source: own calculations 

Chart 27 shows the estimated determinants of the changes of the total volume of medium-

term loans provided in different months during the analysed period. We should definitely 
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mention the period covering the whole year 2008, 2009 and the first half of 2010 when 

according to the results it was the model demand side, which determined the total volume of 

medium-term loans provided. In other words, the absolute values of residuals of the model 

demand were in this period lower than the absolute values of residuals of the model supply. 

Such a long period of nearly total domination of one of the model market sides is untypical 

among the results of estimations presented in this work. Speaking more specifically about the 

results of the model for changes of medium-term loans, the model demand side determined 

the reality in 72 cases out of 117 and the model supply side in 45 cases.  

Chart 27: Model determinants of the changes of the total volume of medium-term loans (v1b) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

Chart 28 depicts the periods when the model demand exceeded the model supply, respectively 

when the changes of model demand are more positive than the changes of model supply (67 

months out of 117). We can see long periods suspected to be the months of excess demand in 

2008, 2009 and in the first half of 2010. These periods correspond with the times of 

determination of the reality by the demand side, which are depicted in the Chart 27 and with 

the period of negative changes in model supply depicted in the Chart 26. We can also see a 

shift from the domination of possible excess supply in the pre-crisis times to the domination 

of possible excess demand in the crisis and after-crisis times.  
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Chart 28: Periods of possible excess demand or supply for the total volume of medium-term loans (v1b) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

7.4. Results for long-term loans (v1c) as dependent variable 

The model equations explaining the month-to-month changes
31

 of the supply of long-term 

loans and demand for long-term loans are as follows
32,33

: 

S: Δlong-term loans (in t0) = -0.250807 + 0.0841525*(Δcorporate deposits in t0) + 

0.194887*(Δtotal deposits in t0) - 0.0455171*(Δwatch loans in t0) + 

0.0661132*(Δdefault loans in t0) - 0.0452307*(Δbank capital in t0) + 0.0701349*(ΔCZ 

Repo in t0-2) 

D: Δlong-term loans (in t0) = 0.204196 + 0.124597*(Δinterest rate in t0-3) - 

0.424861*(ΔCPI in t0-1) - 0.504312*(ΔPPI in t0-2) - 0.083306*(Δunemployment in t0-6) 

+ 0.126968*(Δindustrial production wo C in t0-4) + 0.0317991*(Δexport in t0-5) 

 

We see that the changes of model supply of long-term loans are negatively dependent on the 

changes of watch loans and bank capital and positively dependent on the changes of corporate 

deposits, total deposits, default loans and CZ Repo rate. The biggest change with respect to 

previous models is the positive sign in the case of changes of corporate deposits. This variable 

                                                 
31

 We need to emphasize again the fact that all the data including all dependent and independent variables are in 

the form of month-to-month percentage changes 
32

 The names of the variables correspond with the Table 2 in the chapter Data description 
33

 The Gretl output  with the estimation for the long-term loans as a dependent variable is in the Appendix as 

Chart 39 
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always showed a negative relation to the dependent variable in all previous models. The 

linkage between the changes of dependent variable and the changes of total deposits, bank 

capital and CZ Repo is the same as in previous models. On the other hand, in this model the 

changes of default loans have positive relation to the changes of long-term loans which a very 

challenging result. 

The changes of model demand are then positively dependent on the changes of interest rate, 

industrial production without construction and export. They are negatively dependent on the 

changes of CPI, PPI and unemployment. The influence of CPI and PPI can be connected with 

a perception of stability of the economy which is definitely important in the decision-making 

process regarding the long-term investments and thus long-term loans. The positive signs of 

the coefficients of industrial production and export and the negative sign in the case of 

unemployment definitely correspond with the general economic intuition.  

Chart 29 shows the development of changes of the model market forces and the real data. We 

see the same apparent decrease in the volatility of changes since the beginning of 2009 as in 

the Chart 26 depicting the development in time for the medium-term loans. We also see a high 

seasonality of the development of the changes of the real volume of long-term loans provided 

to the non-financial corporations. 

Chart 29: Monthly changes of the model supply, model demand and real observed data of long-term loans (v1c)  

 
Source: own calculations 

 

The periods when the model demand side and model supply side determined the real volume 

of long-term loans are distributed in the ratio of 67:50 (the model demand determined the 

reality in 67 months out of 117). We should mention the longer periods of model demand side 
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determination of the reality in crises and post crisis years (more precisely said, since the last 

third of 2008 until the beginning of 2011). On the other hand, in the year 2007 and a majority 

of 2008, it was the model supply which determined the real volume of loans provided. 

Chart 30: Model determinants of the changes of the total volume of long-term loans (v1c) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

The basic message of the Chart 31 is that it was typically the model demand side which was 

unsatisfied during the analysed period. The calculations show that the possible excess model 

demand (the model demand was growing faster or decreasing more slowly than model supply) 

appeared in 71 months out of 117, meanwhile the possible excess supply only in 46 

observations. On the other hand, we do not see many differences between the years before, 

during and after the crisis. It seems that the possible excess demand is quite typical feature of 

the market with long-term loans. 

Chart 31: Periods of possible excess demand or supply for the total volume of long-term loans (v1c) 

 
Source: own calculations 
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7.5. Summary of the estimation results 

Table 3 and Table 4 recapitulate the estimation results for the models where the dependent 

variables were the month-to-month percentage changes of total loans (v1), short-term loans 

(v1a), medium-term loans (v1b) and long-term loans (v1c) which were provided to the non-

financial corporations in the Czech Republic. The results are divided into the model supply 

side and model demand side and they are presented in the form of table depicting the 

significant variables used and their coefficients.  

First of all, we should discuss the estimation results for the models of supply side described in 

Table 3. We see that the changes of total deposits, bank capital, Herfindahl index and CZ 

Repo rate have the same relation to the changes of the dependent variable in all four estimated 

models. In general, it is possible to say that a positive change of total deposits in the Czech 

banking system and a positive change of CZ Repo rate always causes a positive change of the 

supply of loans
34

 provided to the non-financial corporations. On the other hand, we can say 

that a positive change of bank capital and of the Herfindahl index (thus higher concentration 

of the banking market) always causes a negative change of the supply of loans provided to the 

non-financial corporations. The conclusion about the bank capital is contradictory to the 

general economic intuition because it says that an increase of bank capital (positive change) 

decreases the supply of loans (negative change). We can possibly trace the source of such 

relation when we realize how the variable of bank capital is constructed. It is a sum of share 

capital, profit/loss of previous years and profit/loss of current period. We can omit the 

influence of profit/loss of previous years as this value does not change from month to month. 

The source of influence on the change of total loans provided is then the change of share 

capital and the change of current profit/loss. 

The result in the case of Herfindahl index is then in contradiction with the conclusions of 

Petersen and Rajan (1994) and Bonaccorsi di Patti and Gobbi (2002)
35

 who assert that the 

higher the concentration of credit market is, the higher is the volume of credit provided. Our 

model predicts the relationship vice versa - the higher concentration on the market, the lower 

volume of loans provided. This situation might be caused by the fact that higher concentration 

means lower competition on the market and thus the banks do not need to compete for more 

risky clients and at the end provide (supply) less loans. 

                                                 
34

 Total loans, short-term loans, medium-term loans and long-term loans 
35

 Both works discussed in the Literature review 
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Table 3: Summary of the estimation results for the supply side models 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

The predominant estimation result of negative coefficient for the changes of corporate 

deposits is also very interesting. This would mean that the positive change (= increase) in 

corporate deposits causes a negative change (= decrease) in supply of loans. One of the 

possible explanations can be that in the time when firms deposit money, they do not need to 

take the loans and the demand (and thus the total volume of loans provided) decreases. This is 

of course a demand side explanation, meanwhile we need a supply side explanation. On the 

other hand, this explanation corresponds with the general economic intuition. The fact that the 

change in volume of corporate deposits is on the supply side in our models then highlight the 

fact that although corporate deposits are the same source of money for the banks as deposits 

of general public, this type of deposits simply behaves differently than the others. 

Positive changes of the total volume of bad loans
36

 have in general negative effect on the 

change of the supply of loans, but there exist two exceptions from this rule. One of them is in 

the case of medium-term loans where a change of the variable watch loans has positive 

relation to the change of loans supplied. The second exception is in the case of long-term 

loans when the change of default loans has also a positive effect on the change of supplied 

loans. These two exceptions do not correspond with the general economic intuition and 

represent a challenge to be explained. 

                                                 
36

 Watch loans, substandard loans and default loans 

coefficient variable coefficient variable coefficient variable coefficient variable

-0.0661321
Δcorporate 

deposits in t0
-0.230454

Δcorporate 

deposits in t0
-0.124225

Δcorporate 

deposits in t0-1
0.0841525

Δcorporate 

deposits in t0

0.193874
Δtotal deposits 

in t0
0.345409

Δtotal deposits 

in t0-3
0.630286

Δtotal deposits 

in t0
0.194887

Δtotal deposits 

in t0

- - -0.105671
Δwatch loans in 

t0-5
0.0718946

Δwatch loans in 

t0-5
-0.0455171

Δwatch loans in 

t0

- - -0.0517743
Δsubstandard 

loans in t0-1
- - - -

-0.0471441
Δdefault loans in 

t0-1
- - -0.57096

Δdefault loans 

in t0-1
0.0661132

Δdefault loans in 

t0

-0.0283761
Δbank capital in 

t0-3
- - -0.0573811

Δbank capital in 

t0-3
-0.0452307

Δbank capital in 

t0

-0.123644
ΔHerfindahl 

index in t0-2
- - -0.160334

ΔHerfindahl 

index in t0-2
- -

0.0431967 ΔCZ Repo in t0-4 0.0845323 ΔCZ Repo in t0-4 0.0807508 ΔCZ Repo in t0-3 0.0701349 ΔCZ Repo in t0-2

Supply side variables and their coefficients

total loans short-term loans medium-term loans long-term loans
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Table 4 brings a summary of the estimations of the demand side models. The form is the same 

as in the case of Table 3. We see that the only two variables which changes have the same 

effects on the changes of model demand for loans are the interest rate (always a positive 

linkage) and unemployment (always a negative linkage). All the other variables behave 

differently according to the model used.  

Very interesting is the behaviour of the variables industrial production without construction, 

new orders and export, when the general economic intuition would suppose their positive 

relation to the model demand for loans, meanwhile in the cases of total loans, medium-term 

loans and partly short-term loans (only export) they have a negative linkage to the model 

demand for loans. This would mean that a positive change in the named variables would 

cause a negative change of the demand for loans. One of the possible explanations might be 

that the companies have enough internal sources of financing (profit) during the periods of 

economic boom (positive changes of industrial production, new orders and export) and thus 

their demand for loans decreases.  

Table 4: Summary of the estimation results for the demand side models 

 
Source: own calculations 

The effect of changes of interest rate on the changes of the demand for loans is also 

problematic regarding the general economic intuition because the positive linkage would 

mean that with positive change (=increase) of interest rate, the demand for loans also 

increases. A possible explanation of this observation can be that the banks predict the coming 

economic boom (in general connected with higher demand for loans) and increase the price of 

coefficient variable coefficient variable coefficient variable coefficient variable

0.0457135
Δinterest rate in 

t0-1
0.0524181

Δinterest rate in 

t0-2
0.187728

Δinterest rate in 

t0-1
0.124597

Δinterest rate in 

t0-3

- - 1.51539 ΔCPI in t0-4 -1.13383 ΔCPI in t0-2 -0.424861 ΔCPI in t0-1

0.530907 ΔPPI in t0-6 0.688513 ΔPPI in t0-5 - - -0.504312 ΔPPI in t0-2

-0.159803
Δunemployment 

in t0
-0.323854

Δunemployment 

in t0-5
-0.0827398

Δunemployment 

in t0-4
-0.083306

Δunemployment 

in t0-6

-0.0725956

Δindustrial 

production wo C 

in t0-5

0.209737

Δindustrial 

production wo C 

in t0

-0.458103

Δindustrial 

production wo C 

in t0

0.126968

Δindustrial 

production wo C 

in t0-4

- - 0.0611615
Δnew orders in t0-

2
-0.10637

Δnew orders in t0-

1
- -

-0.0199377 Δexport in t0-1 -0.0414472 Δexport in t0-1 -0.0660765 Δexport in t0-3 0.0317991 Δexport in t0-5

0.0323192 ΔPX 50 in t0-6 - - - - - -

medium-term loans long-term loans

Demand side variables and their coefficients

total loans short-term loans
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the loans (= interest rate). The non-financial corporations then increase the demand for loans 

not because of the change in interest rates, but in spite of it. 

Apart from the above mentioned results, we also found out that the median change of model 

supply is typically negative, meanwhile the median change of model demand is positive. This 

result confirms the hypothesis that “the decision making of Czech banks is not symmetric – 

they are not risk neutral and restrict the accessibility of credit lines faster than they ease it” 

and brings a new finding that neither the decision making of the Czech companies is 

symmetric. The firms are apparently too optimistic. Looking at our results closer, the banks’ 

decision making is mostly asymmetric in the case of medium-term loans, where the median 

change of model supply has a value of -1,33%. On the other hand, the banks are nearly 

symmetric in the case of long-term loans, where the median change is -0,16% and thus is 

nearly 0. Regarding the Czech companies, the most asymmetric decision making is in the case 

of long-term loans with the median change of model demand reaching 0,77%. The opposite 

situation is in the case medium-term loans with the median change of 0,3%. The coincidence 

is quite strange and would definitely need a further study. 
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8. Conclusion  

 

This work studied “the Determinants of Corporate Credit Lines Accessibility in the Czech 

Republic”. At first, we described the development and the present state of the banking sector 

in the Czech Republic and then, using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation method, we 

found the most important factors influencing the level of supply of various types of loans for 

the companies in the Czech economy. Respecting the theoretical recommendations of the 

works described in the Literature review chapter, we decided to write one equation describing 

the whole corporate credit market in the Czech Republic. This means that we combined the 

credit supply equation and the credit demand equation into one expression which was then 

estimated using the Maximum Likelihood Estimation in the Gretl software. The estimation 

itself was rather demanding due to the fact that the author of this thesis also had to design the 

appropriate Gretl code for MLE estimations, as no relevant work on this topic has been found. 

The designed code is also part of this work (in Appendix).  

Our database gathered data in the form of month-to-month percentage changes and we used 

four different dependent variables and 112 independent variables (16 different variables plus 

their 6 time lags) in 117 monthly observations. We sorted out different sets of significant 

independent variables for all four categories of dependent variables (total loans, short-term 

loans, medium-term loans, and long-term loans). 

To sum up the results, we concluded that there exist several statistically significant factors 

(variables) which influence the level of accessibility of the corporate credit lines provided by 

the Czech banking sector and we estimated the coefficients of the significant variables. We 

also found out that the decision making of the Czech banks is not symmetric, which means 

that they restrict the accessibility of credit lines faster than they ease it (negative median 

change of the model supply in all four models). In other words, the Czech banks are not risk 

neutral. Moreover, our research proved that the credit market for general public and the credit 

market for companies do not share any interdependency regarding the interest rate. Speaking 

more specifically, the interest rates on corporate loans are not interdependent with the interest 

rates on the loans for general public (their correlation coefficient is around -0,26). 

In conclusion, it is possible to say that the diploma thesis not only fulfilled its goals, but the 

results virtually went beyond the author’s expectations.  
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10. Appendix  

 

1. The development of the dependent variables with respect to time: 

Chart 32: M/M Changes of Total loans, Short-term loans, Medium-term loans and Long-term loans 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

Chart 33: M/M Changes of Total loans and Short-term loans 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
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Chart 34: M/M Changes of Total loans and Medium-term loans 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 

 

Chart 35: M/M Changes of Total loans and Long-term loans 

 
Source: ČNB statistics + own calculations 
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2. The Gretl code in full version for eight independent variables with six lags on the supply 

side and for eight independent variables with six lags on the demand side: 

scalar const1 = 1 
scalar alpha1 = 1 
scalar alpha1_1 = 1 
scalar alpha1_2 = 1 
scalar alpha1_3 = 1 
scalar alpha1_4 = 1 
scalar alpha1_5 = 1 
scalar alpha1_6 = 1 
scalar alpha2 = 1 
scalar alpha2_1 = 1 
scalar alpha2_2 = 1 
scalar alpha2_3 = 1 
scalar alpha2_4 = 1 
scalar alpha2_5 = 1 
scalar alpha2_6 = 1 
scalar alpha3 = 1 
scalar alpha3_1 = 1 
scalar alpha3_2 = 1 
scalar alpha3_3 = 1 
scalar alpha3_4 = 1 
scalar alpha3_5 = 1 
scalar alpha3_6 = 1 
scalar alpha4 = 1 
scalar alpha4_1 = 1 
scalar alpha4_2 = 1 
scalar alpha4_3 = 1 
scalar alpha4_4 = 1 
scalar alpha4_5 = 1 
scalar alpha4_6 = 1 
scalar alpha5 = 1 
scalar alpha5_1 = 1 
scalar alpha5_2 = 1 
scalar alpha5_3 = 1 
scalar alpha5_4 = 1 
scalar alpha5_5 = 1 
scalar alpha5_6 = 1 
scalar alpha6 = 1 
scalar alpha6_1 = 1 
scalar alpha6_2 = 1 
scalar alpha6_3 = 1 
scalar alpha6_4 = 1 
scalar alpha6_5 = 1 
scalar alpha6_6 = 1 
scalar alpha7 = 1 
scalar alpha7_1 = 1 
scalar alpha7_2 = 1 
scalar alpha7_3 = 1 
scalar alpha7_4 = 1 
scalar alpha7_5 = 1 
scalar alpha7_6 = 1 
scalar alpha8 = 1 
scalar alpha8_1 = 1 
scalar alpha8_2 = 1 
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scalar alpha8_3 = 1 
scalar alpha8_4 = 1 
scalar alpha8_5 = 1 
scalar alpha8_6 = 1 
scalar const2 = 1  
scalar beta1 = 1 
scalar beta1_1 = 1 
scalar beta1_2 = 1 
scalar beta1_3 = 1 
scalar beta1_4 = 1 
scalar beta1_5 = 1 
scalar beta1_6 = 1 
scalar beta2 = 1 
scalar beta2_1 = 1 
scalar beta2_2 = 1 
scalar beta2_3 = 1 
scalar beta2_4 = 1 
scalar beta2_5 = 1 
scalar beta2_6 = 1 
scalar beta3 = 1 
scalar beta3_1 = 1 
scalar beta3_2 = 1 
scalar beta3_3 = 1 
scalar beta3_4 = 1 
scalar beta3_5 = 1 
scalar beta3_6 = 1 
scalar beta4 = 1  
scalar beta4_1 = 1  
scalar beta4_2 = 1  
scalar beta4_3 = 1 
scalar beta4_4 = 1  
scalar beta4_5 = 1  
scalar beta4_6 = 1 
scalar beta5 = 1 
scalar beta5_1 = 1 
scalar beta5_2 = 1 
scalar beta5_3 = 1 
scalar beta5_4 = 1 
scalar beta5_5 = 1 
scalar beta5_6 = 1 
scalar beta6 = 1 
scalar beta6_1 = 1 
scalar beta6_2 = 1 
scalar beta6_3 = 1 
scalar beta6_4 = 1 
scalar beta6_5 = 1 
scalar beta6_6 = 1 
scalar beta7 = 1 
scalar beta7_1 = 1 
scalar beta7_2 = 1 
scalar beta7_3 = 1 
scalar beta7_4 = 1 
scalar beta7_5 = 1 
scalar beta7_6 = 1 
scalar beta8 = 1 
scalar beta8_1 = 1 
scalar beta8_2 = 1 
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scalar beta8_3 = 1 
scalar beta8_4 = 1 
scalar beta8_5 = 1 
scalar beta8_6 = 1 
 
 
mle loglik = ((dnorm(s/sigma1))/sigma1)*(cnorm(d/sigma2)) + ((dnorm(d/sigma2))/sigma2)*(cnorm(s/sigma1))  
series s = v1 - const1 - alpha1*s1 - alpha1_1*s1_1 - alpha1_2*s1_2 - alpha1_3*s1_3 - alpha1_4*s1_4 - 
alpha1_5*s1_5 - alpha1_6*s1_6 - alpha2*s2 - alpha2_1*s2_1 - alpha2_2*s2_2 - alpha2_3*s2_3 - 
alpha2_4*s2_4 - alpha2_5*s2_5 - alpha2_6*s2_6 - alpha3*s3 - alpha3_1*s3_1 - alpha3_2*s3_2 - 
alpha3_3*s3_3 - alpha3_4*s3_4 - alpha3_5*s3_5 - alpha3_6*s3_6 - alpha4*s4 - alpha4_1*s4_1 - 
alpha4_2*s4_2 - alpha4_3*s4_3 - alpha4_4*s4_4 - alpha4_5*s4_5 - alpha4_6*s4_6 - alpha5*s5 - 
alpha5_1*s5_1 - alpha5_2*s5_2 - alpha5_3*s5_3 - alpha5_4*s5_4 - alpha5_5*s5_5 - alpha5_6*s5_6 - 
alpha6*s6 - alpha6_1*s6_1 - alpha6_2*s6_2 - alpha6_3*s6_3 - alpha6_4*s6_4 - alpha6_5*s6_5 - 
alpha6_6*s6_6 - alpha7*s7 - alpha7_1*s7_1 - alpha7_2*s7_2 - alpha7_3*s7_3 - alpha7_4*s7_4 - 
alpha7_5*s7_5 - alpha7_6*s7_6 - alpha8*s8 - alpha8_1*s8_1 - alpha8_2*s8_2 - alpha8_3*s8_3 - 
alpha8_4*s8_4 - alpha8_5*s8_5 - alpha8_6*s8_6 
series d = v1 - const2 - beta1*d1 - beta1_1*d1_1 - beta1_2*d1_2 - beta1_3*d1_3 - beta1_4*d1_4 - 
beta1_5*d1_5 - beta1_6*d1_6 - beta2*d2 - beta2_1*d2_1 - beta2_2*d2_2 - beta2_3*d2_3 - beta2_4*d2_4 - 
beta2_5*d2_5 - beta2_6*d2_6 - beta3*d3 - beta3_1*d3_1 - beta3_2*d3_2 - beta3_3*d3_3 - beta3_4*d3_4 - 
beta3_5*d3_5 - beta3_6*d3_6 - beta4*d4 - beta4_1*d4_1 - beta4_2*d4_2 - beta4_3*d4_3 - beta4_4*d4_4 - 
beta4_5*d4_5 - beta4_6*d4_6 - beta5*d5 - beta5_1*d5_1 - beta5_2*d5_2 - beta5_3*d5_3 - beta5_4*d5_4 - 
beta5_5*d5_5 - beta5_6*d5_6 - beta6*d6 - beta6_1*d6_1 - beta6_2*d6_2 - beta6_3*d6_3 - beta6_4*d6_4 - 
beta6_5*d6_5 - beta6_6*d6_6 - beta7*d7 - beta7_1*d7_1 - beta7_2*d7_2 - beta7_3*d7_3 - beta7_4*d7_4 - 
beta7_5*d7_5 - beta7_6*d7_6 - beta8*d8 - beta8_1*d8_1 - beta8_2*d8_2 - beta8_3*d8_3 - beta8_4*d8_4 - 
beta8_5*d8_5 - beta8_6*d8_6 
series sigma1 = sqrt(var(s)) 
series sigma2 = sqrt(var(d)) 
params alpha1 alpha1_1 alpha1_2 alpha1_3 alpha1_4 alpha1_5 alpha1_6 alpha2 alpha2_1 alpha2_2 alpha2_3 
alpha2_4 alpha2_5 alpha2_6 alpha3 alpha3_1 alpha3_2 alpha3_3 alpha3_4 alpha3_5 alpha3_6 alpha4 
alpha4_1 alpha4_2 alpha4_3 alpha4_4 alpha4_5 alpha4_6 alpha5 alpha5_1 alpha5_2 alpha5_3 alpha5_4 
alpha5_5 alpha5_6 alpha6 alpha6_1 alpha6_2 alpha6_3 alpha6_4 alpha6_5 alpha6_6 alpha7 alpha7_1 
alpha7_2 alpha7_3 alpha7_4 alpha7_5 alpha7_6 alpha8 alpha8_1 alpha8_2 alpha8_3 alpha8_4 alpha8_5 
alpha8_6 beta1 beta1_1 beta1_2 beta1_3 beta1_4 beta1_5 beta1_6 beta2 beta2_1 beta2_2 beta2_3 beta2_4 
beta2_5 beta2_6 beta3 beta3_1 beta3_2 beta3_3 beta3_4 beta3_5 beta3_6 beta4 beta4_1 beta4_2 beta4_3 
beta4_4 beta4_5 beta4_6 beta5 beta5_1 beta5_2 beta5_3 beta5_4 beta5_5 beta5_6 beta6 beta6_1 beta6_2 
beta6_3 beta6_4 beta6_5 beta6_6 beta7 beta7_1 beta7_2 beta7_3 beta7_4 beta7_5 beta7_6 beta8 beta8_1 
beta8_2 beta8_3 beta8_4 beta8_5 beta8_6 const1 const2 
end mle 
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3. Information relevant to the estimation of determinants of the month-to-month percentage 

changes of the total volume of loans provided to the non-financial corporations: 

Chart 36: Estimation results for the total volume of loans (v1) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

Final Gretl code for the estimation for the total volume of loans: 

scalar const1 = 1 
scalar alpha1 = 1 
scalar alpha2 = 1 
scalar alpha5_1 = 1 
scalar alpha6_3 = 1 
scalar alpha7_2 = 1 
scalar alpha8_4 = 1 
scalar const2 = 1 
scalar beta1_1 = 1 
scalar beta3_6 = 1 
scalar beta4 = 1  
scalar beta5_5 = 1 
scalar beta7_1 = 1 
scalar beta8_6 = 1 
 
mle loglik = ((dnorm(s/sigma1))/sigma1)*(cnorm(d/sigma2)) + ((dnorm(d/sigma2))/sigma2)*(cnorm(s/sigma1))  
series s = v1 - const1 - alpha1*s1 - alpha2*s2 - alpha5_1*s5_1 - alpha6_3*s6_3 - alpha7_2*s7_2 - 
alpha8_4*s8_4 
series d = v1 - const2 - beta1_1*d1_1 - beta3_6*d3_6 - beta4*d4 - beta5_5*d5_5 - beta7_1*d7_1 - 
beta8_6*d8_6 
series sigma1 = sqrt(var(s)) 
series sigma2 = sqrt(var(d)) 
params alpha1 alpha2 alpha5_1 alpha6_3 alpha7_2 alpha8_4 beta1_1 beta3_6 beta4 beta5_5 beta7_1 beta8_6 
const1 const2 
end mle 
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4. Information relevant to the estimation of determinants of the month-to-month percentage 

changes of the total volume of short-term loans provided to the non-financial corporations: 

Chart 37: Estimation results for the total volume of loans (v1a) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

Final Gretl code for the estimation for the total volume of the short-term loans: 

scalar const1 = 1 
scalar alpha1 = 1 
scalar alpha2_3 = 1 
scalar alpha3_5 = 1 
scalar alpha4_1 = 1 
scalar alpha8_4 = 1 
scalar const2 = 1 
scalar beta1_2 = 1 
scalar beta2_4 = 1 
scalar beta3_5 = 1 
scalar beta4_5 = 1  
scalar beta5 = 1 
scalar beta6_2 = 1 
scalar beta7_1 = 1 
mle loglik = ((dnorm(s/sigma1))/sigma1)*(cnorm(d/sigma2)) + ((dnorm(d/sigma2))/sigma2)*(cnorm(s/sigma1))  
series s = v1a - const1 - alpha1*s1 - alpha2_3*s2_3 - alpha3_5*s3_5 - alpha4_1*s4_1 - alpha8_4*s8_4 
series d = v1a - const2 - beta1_2*d1_2 - beta2_4*d2_4 - beta3_5*d3_5 - beta4_5*d4_5 - beta5*d5 - 
beta6_2*d6_2 - beta7_1*d7_1 
series sigma1 = sqrt(var(s)) 
series sigma2 = sqrt(var(d)) 
params alpha1 alpha2_3 alpha3_5 alpha4_1 alpha8_4 beta1_2 beta2_4 beta3_5 beta4_5 beta5 beta6_2 
beta7_1 const1 const2 
end mle 
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5. Information relevant to the estimation of determinants of the month-to-month percentage 

changes of the total volume of medium-term loans provided to the non-financial corporations: 

Chart 38: Estimation results for the total volume of loans (v1b) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

Final Gretl code for the estimation for the total volume of the medium-term loans: 

scalar const1 = 1 
scalar alpha1_1 = 1 
scalar alpha2 = 1 
scalar alpha3_5 = 1 
scalar alpha5_1 = 1 
scalar alpha6_3 = 1 
scalar alpha7_2 = 1 
scalar alpha8_3 = 1 
scalar beta1_1 = 1 
scalar const2 = 1 
scalar beta2_2 = 1 
scalar beta4_4 = 1 
scalar beta5 = 1 
scalar beta6_1 = 1 
scalar beta7_3 = 1 
 
mle loglik = ((dnorm(s/sigma1))/sigma1)*(cnorm(d/sigma2)) + ((dnorm(d/sigma2))/sigma2)*(cnorm(s/sigma1))  
series s = v1b - const1 - alpha1_1*s1_1 - alpha2*s2 - alpha3_5*s3_5 - alpha5_1*s5_1 - alpha6_3*s6_3 - 
alpha7_2*s7_2 - alpha8_3*s8_3 
series d = v1b - const2 - beta1_1*d1_1 - beta2_2*d2_2 - beta4_4*d4_4 - beta5*d5 - beta6_1*d6_1 - 
beta7_3*d7_3  
series sigma1 = sqrt(var(s)) 
series sigma2 = sqrt(var(d)) 
params alpha1_1 alpha2 alpha3_5 alpha5_1 alpha6_3 alpha7_2 alpha8_3 beta1_1 beta2_2 beta4_4 beta5 
beta6_1 beta7_3 const1 const2 
end mle  
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6. Information relevant to the estimation of determinants of the month-to-month percentage 

changes of the total volume of long-term loans provided to the non-financial corporations: 

Chart 39: Estimation results for the total volume of loans (v1c) 

 
Source: own calculations 

 

Final Gretl code for the estimation for the total volume of the long-term loans: 

scalar const1 = 1 
scalar alpha1 = 1 
scalar alpha2 = 1 
scalar alpha3 = 1 
scalar alpha5 = 1 
scalar alpha6 = 1 
scalar alpha8_2 = 1 
scalar const2 = 1 
scalar beta1_3 = 1 
scalar beta2_1 = 1 
scalar beta3_2 = 1 
scalar beta4_6 = 1 
scalar beta5_4 = 1 
scalar beta7_5 = 1 
 
mle loglik = ((dnorm(s/sigma1))/sigma1)*(cnorm(d/sigma2)) + ((dnorm(d/sigma2))/sigma2)*(cnorm(s/sigma1))  
series s = v1c - const1 - alpha1*s1 - alpha2*s2 - alpha3*s3 - alpha5*s5 - alpha6*s6 - alpha8_2*s8_2 
series d = v1c - const2 - beta1_3*d1_3 - beta2_1*d2_1 - beta3_2*d3_2 - beta4_6*d4_6 - beta5_4*d5_4 - 
beta7_5*d7_5 
series sigma1 = sqrt(var(s)) 
series sigma2 = sqrt(var(d)) 
params alpha1 alpha2 alpha3 alpha5 alpha6 alpha8_2 beta1_3 beta2_1 beta3_2 beta4_6 beta5_4 beta7_5 
const1 const2 
end mle 

 


